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Linear integrated circuits
PREREQUISITE: Electronic devices and Basic Electrical and Electronics Engineering.
COURSE OBJECTIVES
1. To learn the concept of IC fabrication technology.
2. To become familiar with the Op -amp characteristics and its linear applications.
3. To learn the concept of comparator, Schmitt-Trigger, Voltage regulator and Opto coupler.
4. To understand the concept of an Op-Amp can act as a filter on an electrical signal.
5. To learn the theory and applications of Integrated Circuits.
UNIT I IC FABRICATION
IC classification, Fundamental of Monolithic IC technology, Basic Planar processes: epitaxial
growth, masking and etching, diffusion of impurities. Assembly processing and packaging.
Fabrication of diodes, capacitance, resistance and FETs.
UNIT II CHARACTERISTICS OF OPAMP
Ideal OP-AMP characteristics, DC characteristics, AC characteristics, offset voltage and offset
current, CMRR, Slew rate, virtual ground concept, differential amplifier: Transfer
characteristics, Inverting and Non-inverting amplifier, voltage follower, summer, multiplier,
differentiator and integrator.
UNIT III APPLICATIONS OF OPAMP
Instrumentation amplifier, first order active filters, V/I & I/V converters, comparators,
multivibrators, waveform generators, clippers, clampers, peak detector, S/H circuit, D/A
converter (R-2R ladder and weighted resistor types), A/D converter - Dual slope, successive
approximation and flash types
UNIT IV SPECIAL ICs
555 Timer circuit – Functional block, characteristics & applications, 566-voltage controlled
Oscillator circuit, 565- phase lock loop circuit functioning and applications.
UNIT V APPLICATION ICs
IC voltage regulators - LM317, 723 regulators, 78xx, 79xx regulators, switching regulator,
Power amplifier: MA 7840, LM 380, Function generator IC: XR2206, isolation amplifiers,
Opto coupler.
COURSE OUTCOMES
The students should be able to:
CO1. Enumerate and analyze different steps involved in the fabrication process of integrated
Circuit.
CO2. Understand the concept of linear applications using Op-amp andregulator.
CO3. Ability to test and analyze the various applications of PLL and Timers.
CO4. Understand the concept of Special Function Integrated Circuits.
CO5. Understand the concept of Application Integrated Circuits.
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Unit I IC Fabrication
AIM & OBJECTIVES:
To Understand the basic concepts of operational amplifier and to
learn the concept of IC fabrication technology.

PRE MCQ :
1.Choose the below option in terms of ascending order of band gap energy
Options
1.
2.
3.
4.

Diamond, Graphite, Silicon
Graphite, Silicon, Diamond
Silicon, Graphite, Diamond
Silicon, Diamond, Graphite

2. Band gap Energy for Silicon and Germanium at Room Temperature (300°K) are ____ & ____
respectively: –
1. 56eV, 1.1eV
2. 72eV, 1.2eV
3. 1eV, 0.72eV
4. 1eV, 0.56eV
3. Electrical characteristics of a semiconductor depends on concentration of free electrons and
holes.
1. True
2. False
4. Transport of charge carriers in semiconductor is achieved through: –
1. Conduction and Diffusion
2. Conduction
3. Diffusion
4. None of the above
5. The electron mobility of Germanium at room temperature (in Kelvins), for an electron diffusion
constant of 99 is approximately: –
1. 3200 cm2/V-sec
2. 4500 cm2/V-sec
3. 3800 cm2/V-sec
4. 2000 cm2/V-sec
6. Carrier lifetime for holes and electrons in a semiconductor ranges from –
1. Milliseconds to hundreds of nanoseconds

2. Microseconds to seconds
3. Nanoseconds to hundreds of microseconds
4. Nanoseconds to thousands of milliseconds
7. Which metal among these is widely used as a recombination agent by semiconductor
manufacturers to obtain desired carrier lifetime of charge carriers?
1. Silver
2. Gold
3. Iron
4. Aluminum
8. The Hall effect is used to determine the
1. Only the carrier concentration of semiconductors
2. Current flowing across a semiconductor
3. Type of semiconductor and carrier concentration
4. None of the above
9. The thickness of space charge region for a P-N junction diode is of the order of :1. 10-4 cm
2. 10-2 cm
3. 10 cm
4. 100 cm
10. Formation of a junction between a sample of P-type and N-type material causes _______
action
1. Rectifying
2. Conducting
3. Insulating
4. None of the above

THEORY
Integrated Circuits Classification:
Depending upon the functional utility, the Integrated Circuits Classification are classified as linear
ICs and digital ICs. From the point of view of structural considerations, ICs can be divided as
monolithic ICs, thick-thin film ICs and hybrid ICs. The monolithic ICs are most common type of
IC. In the monolithic ICs, all the active and passive components alongwith their interconnections
are manufactured on a single silicon chip. In general, the monolithic ICs has power limitations ;
hence they are preferred only in low power applications.

For slightly higher power applications, the thick-thin film ICs are employed. These are larger in
size than the monolithic ICs; but smaller in size than the discrete circuits. With thick-thin film
ICs, some of the passive components like resistors, capacitors are integrated, but the components
like BJT, diodes are connected as discrete components to complete the circuit. Thus,.in general,
thick-thin film circuits are the combinations of integrated and discrete components.
For high power applications, hybrid ICs are used. Hybrid ICs combine two or more monolithic
ICs in one package. They may combine monolithic ICs with thick-thin film circuits.
On the basis of the active devices used, the ICs are classified as bipolar ICs and unipolar ICs. The
bipolar ICs use bipolar junction transistors (BJTs), while the unipolar ICs use field effect
transistors (FETs).
Depending upon the isolation technique used, the bipolar ICs are further classified as p-n junction
isolation ICs and dielectric isolation ICs.
Depending upon the type of FET used, the unipolar ICs are further classified as MOSFET
unipolar ICs and JFET unipolar ICs.
Table 1.1 gives the total information about the IC families on the basis of substrate used, structure
of IC, active and passive devices used and finally the application of the IC.

Table 1.1

IC family Properties Monolithic IC Thick-thin film Hybrid IC Substrate Silicon Glass, Ceramic (i)
Glass, Ceramic (ii) Silicon Structure Active and passive devices along with interconnections on a
single chip. Active and passive devices on an insulating substrate along with inter connection. (i)
Passive devices and interconnections on one insulating substrate with active devices wire wound.
(ii) Active devices on a single chip while passive devices along with interconnections on thickthin film. Active devices (i) BJT (ii) MOSFET MOSFET (i) BJT, MOSFET (ii) BJT, MOSFET
Passive devices (i) Diffused resistors, oxide capacitor (ii) MOS resistor, oxide capacitor Metal
film resistor, oxide capacitor (i) Metal film resistor, cement resistor, oxide capacitor (ii) Metal
film resistor, oxide capacitor Application Linear and digital IC Digital IC (i) Linear and digital IC
(ii) Linear and digital IC

Integrated Circuit Chip Size and Levels of Integration
In 1947, Prof. Bardeen and Prof. Brattain, the members of a research group at Bell Laboratories,
invented first germanium transistor. Actually the team was attempting to make a device
resembling a field effect transistor. Eventhough the basic principle behind the operation of
MOSFET was proposed in 1935, it took long ‘period to materialize this device. By the year of
1951, the bipolar junction transistors (BJTs) and the junction field effect transistors (JFETs) came
in the market. Immediately in 1954, silicon took the place of germanium in BJTs. In late 1960,
first time MOSFET was produced.
Meanwhile the interconnection of electric circuits with the help of the printed circuit assembly
was under progress. In 1952, the scientist found the possibility of semiconductor Integrated
Circuits Classification. Finally in 1958 Jack Kilby of Texas Instruments invented first integrated
circuit. Shortly after this invention Prof. Robert Noyce and Gorden Moore of Fairchild
semiconductor, USA, announced the planar process for silicon bipolar transistors which stepped
ahead to the development of monolithic IC. After realizing the strength of the IC, it become the
most demanded device. Then progressively inventions were made in increasing the number of
active devices per chip by reducing device dimensions.
Depending upon the number of active devices per chip, there are different levels of integration as
explained below.
When the active devices per chip are less than 100, then it is referred as small scale integration
(SSI). Most of the SSI chips use integrated resistors, diodes and bipolar transistors.
When the count of active devices per chip is between 100 to 1000, then it is referred as medium
scale integration (MSI). In most of the MSI chips, BJTs and enhancement mode MOSFETs are
integrated.
In large scale integration (LSI) ICs, the number of active devices per chip ranges between 1000 to
100,000. In general, LSI chips use MOS transistors; as it requires less number of steps for
integration. Thus more number of components can be produced on the chip with MOS transistors
than with the bipolar transistors.
When the active devices per chip are over hundreds of thousands, then it is referred as very large
scale integration (VLSI). Almost all modern chips employ VLSI technique.
Recently a new level of integration has been introduced which is known as ultra large scale
integration (ULSI). In ULSI technique, more than one million active devices are integrated on a
single chip. Pentium microprocessors use ULSI technology.
Table 1.2 gives the categories of ICs on the basis of number of active devices. Note that the
number of active devices per chip is nothing but the number of transistors per chip. Sometimes an
alternative parameter for transistor count per chip may be used. It is referred as gate count.

Fundamental of monolithic IC Technology
To know the basics a sample circuit must be considered to be converted to its monolithic
form. With basic components like resistor, diode, and transistor a basic circuit is first
made.

With the basic circuit, the different layers for the monolithic IC are then considered. The basic
structure of a monolithic IC will have 4 layers of different materials. The base layer will be a Ptype silicon layer and is named as the substrate layer. This layer will have a typical thickness of
200 micrometer. Silicon is the preferred semiconductor for the P-type and N-type layer because of
its favourable characteristics for the manufacturing of an IC.
The layer above the substrate P-type silicon layer is the N-type layer. All the active and passive
components required for the circuit are fabricated onto this layer. This layer has a typical

thickness of 25 micrometer. The N-type silicon material is grown as a single crystal extension of
the P-layer and the components are required are fabricated using series of P-type and N-type
impurity diffusions. The N-type layer becomes the collector for the transistor or an element for a
diode or a capacitor.

The layer above N-type is made of silicon dioxide (SiO2) material. Since there is a selective Ptype and N-type impurity diffusion going on in the second layer, this layer acts as a barrier in the
process. This layer is etched away from the region where diffusion is desired to be permitted
with photolithographic process. The rest of the wafer remains protected against diffusion. This
layer also protects the silicon layer from contamination.
The up-most layer is that made of aluminum. This metallic layer is used to provide
interconnections between the different components used in the IC.
Basic Planar Process
For the manufacture and production of the monolithic IC, all circuit components and their
interconnections are to be formed in a single thin wafer. The different processes carried
out for achieving this are explained below.
1. P-layer Substrate Manufacture
Being the base layer of the IC, the P-type is silicon is first built for the IC. A silicon
crystal of P-type is grown in dimensions of 250mm length and 25mm diameter. The
silicon is then cut into thin slices with high precision using a diamond saw. Each wafer
will precisely have a thickness of 200 micrometer and a diameter of 25 mm. These thin
slices are termed wafers. These wafers may be circular or rectangular in shape with
respect to the shape of the IC. After cutting hundreds of them each wafer is polished and
cleaned to form a P-type substrate layer.
2. N-type Epitaxial Growth
The epitaxial groth process of a low resistive N-type over a high resistive P-type is to be
carried out. This is done by placing the n-type layer on top of the P-type and heating then

inside a diffusion furnace at very high temperature (nearly 1200C). After heating, a gas
mixture f Silicon atoms and pentavalent atoms are also passed over the layer. This forms
the epitaxial layer on the substrate. All the components required for the circuit are built on
top of this layer. The layer is then cooled down, polished and cleaned.
3. The Silicon Dioxide Insulation Layer
As explained above, this layer is required contamination of the N-layer epitaxy. This layer
is only 1 micrometer thin and is grown by exposing the epitaxial layer to oxygen
atmosphere at 1000C. A detailed image showing the P-type, N-type epitaxial layer and
SiO2 layer is given below.

4. Photolithographic Process for SiO2
To diffuse the impurities with the N-type epitaxial region, the silicon dioxide layer has to be
etched in selected areas. Thus openings must be brought at these areas through photolithographic
process. In this process, the SiO2 layer is coated with a thin layer of a photosensitive material
called photoresist. A large black and white pattern is made in the desired patter, where the black
pattern represents the area of opening and white represents the area that is left idle. This pattern is
reduced in size and fit to the layer, above the photoresist. The whole layer is then exposed to
ultraviolet light. Due to the exposure, the photoresist right below the white pattern becomes
polymerized. The pattern is then removed and the wafer is developed using a chemical like
trichloroethylene. The chemical dissolves the unpolymerized portion of the photoresist film and
leaves the surface. The oxide not covered by polymerised photoresist is then removed by
immersing the chip in an etching solution of HCl. Those portions of the Si02 which are protected
by the photoresist remain unaffected by the acid. After the etching and diffusion process, with the
help of chemical solvents like sulphuric acid, the resist mask is then removed by mechanical
abrasion. The appropriate impurities are then diffused through oxide free windows.

5. Isolation Diffusion
After photolithographic process the remaining SiO2 layer serves as a mask for the diffusion of
acceptor impurities. To get a proper time period for allowing a P-type impurity to penetrate into
the N-type epitaxial layer, isolation diffusion is to be carried out. By this process, the P-type
impurity will travel through the openings in SiO2 layer, and the N-type layer and thus reach the Ptype substrate, Isolation junctions are used to isolate between various components of the IC. The
temperature and time period of isolation diffusion should be carefully monitored and controlled.
As a result of isolation diffusion, the formation of N-type region called Isolation Island occurs.
Each isolated island is then chosen to grow each electrical component. From the figure below you
can see that the isolation islands look like back-to-back P-N junctions. The main use if this is to
allow electrical isolation between the different components inside the IC. Each electrical element
is later on formed in a separate isolation island. The bottom of the N-type isolation island
ultimately forms the collector of an N-P-N transistor. The P-type substrate is always kept negative
with respect to the isolation islands and provided with reverse bias at P-N junctions. The isolation
will disappear if the P-N junctions are forward biased.

An effect of capacitance is produced in the region where the two adjoining isolation islands are
connected to the P-type substrate. This is basically a parasitic capacitance that will affect the

performance of the IC. This kind of capacitance is divided into two. As shown in the figure C1 is
one kind of capacitance that forms from the bottom of the N-type region to the substrate and
capacitance C2 from the sidewalls of the isolation islands to the P-region. The bottom component
C1 is essentially due to step junction formed by epitaxial growth and, therefore, varies as the
square root of the voltage V between the isolation region and substrate. The sidewall capacitance
C2 is associated with a diffused graded junction and so varies as (-1/2) exponential of V. The total
capacitance is of the order of a few picoFarads.
6. Base Diffusion
The working of base diffusion process is shown in the figure below. This process is done to create
a new layer of SiO2 over the wafer. P-regions are formed under regulated environments by
diffusing P-type impurities like boron. This forms the base region of an N-P-N transistor or as
well as resistors, the anode of diode, and junction capacitor. In this case, the diffusion time is so
controlled that the P-type impurities do not reach the substrate. The resistivity of the base layer is
usually much higher than that of the isolation regions.

7. Emitter Diffusion
Masking and etching process is again carried out to form a layer of silicon dioxide over the entire
surface and opening of the P-type region. The transistor emitters, the cathode regions for diodes,
and junction capacitors are grown by diffusion using N-type impurities like phosphorus through
the windows created through the process under controlled environmental process. As shown in the
figure below there are two additional windows: W1 and W2. These windows are made in the Nregion to carry an aluminium metallization process.

8. Aluminium Metallization
The windows made in the N-region after creating a silicon dioxide layer are then deposited with
aluminium on the top surface. The same photoresist technique that was used in photolithographic
process is also used here to etch away the unwanted aluminium areas. The structure then provides
the connected strips to which the leads are attached. The process can be better understood by
going through the figure below.

9. Assembly processing and packaging
Each of the wafer processed contains several hundred chips, each being a complete circuit.
So, these chips must be separated and individually packaged.
A common method called scribing and cleaving used for separation makes use of a
diamond tipped tool to cut lines into the surface of the water along the rectangular grid
separating the individual chips. Then the wafer is fractured along the scribe lines and the
individual chips are physically separated. Each chip is the mounted on a ceramic wafer
and attached to a suitable package.
There are three different package configurations available :
1.Metal can package

2. Ceramic flat package
3. Dual in line ( Ceramic or Plastic type) package.
The metal can packages are available in 8, 10 or 12 leads, whereas the flat or dual in line
package is commonly available in 8, 14 or 16 leads, but even 24 or 36 or 42 leads are also
available for special circuits. Ceramic packages whether of flat type or dual in line are
costly due to fabrication process, but have the advantage of best hermetic sealing. Most of
the general purpose ICs are dual in line package packages due to economy.

The above figures shows the exploded view of TO-5 metal can and flat package
respectively.
Fabrication of Diodes, Resistors, Capacitors & FETs
Diodes
They are also fabricated by the same diffusion process as transistors are. The only difference is
that only two of the regions are used to form one P-N junction. In figure, collector-base junction
of the transistor is used as a diode. Anode of the diode is formed during the base diffusion of the
transistor and the collector region of the transistor becomes the cathode of the diode. For high
speed switching emitter base junction is used as a diode.

Monolithic IC - Diode Fabrication
Resistors
The resistors used in IC’s are given their respective ohmic value by varying the concentration of
doping impurity and depth of diffusion. The range of resistor values that may be produced by the
diffusion process varies from ohms to hundreds of kilohms. The typical tolerance, however, may
be no better than ± 5%, and may even be as high as ± 20%. On the other hand, if all the resistors
are diffused at the same time, then the tolerance ratio may be good. Most resistors are formed
during the base diffusion of the integrated transistor, as shown in figure below. This is because it
is the highest resistivity region. For low resistance values, emitter region is used as it has much
lower resistivity.

Monolithic IC - Resistor Fabrication
Another diffusion technique is also used for the growth of IC resistors. It is basically a thin-film
technique. In this process a metal film is deposited on a glass or Si02 surface. The resistance value
can be controlled by varying thickness, width and length of the film. Since diffused resistors can
be processed while diffusing transistors. This technique is more economic and less time
consuming and therefore, the most widely used.
Capacitors
The figure below shows the P and N-regions forming the capacitor plates. The dielectric of the
capacitor is the depletion region between them.

Monolithic IC Diffused Capacitor Fabrication
All P-N junctions have capacitance so capacitors may be produced by fabricating junctions. The
amount of change in the reverse bias varies the value of junction capacitance and also the
depletion width. The value may be as less as 100 picoFarads.

Monolithic IC - Thin Plate Capacitor
Using the silicon dioxide as a dielectric may also be a way to fabricate capacitors. One plate of the
capacitors is formed by diffusing a heavily doped N-region. The other plate of the capacitor is
formed by depositing a film of aluminium on the silicon dioxide dielectric on the wafer surface.
For such a capacitor, a voltage of any polarity can be used, and when comparing a diffused
capacitor with such a capacitor the diffused capacitor may have very small values of breakdown
voltage.

Fabrication of MOSFET

SiO2 layer formation: An SiO2 layer is constructed to form on surface of the p-type Si-substrate by
exposing top surface to the dry oxygen.
n+ layer diffusion: Two n+ layers are diffused into a p-region through two openings by using the
photo-resist and UV ray technique.
Photoetching: The centre part Of SiO2 is removed by masking and photoetching method.
Re-oxidation: The total top surface of the final material is exposed to dry oxygen. Due to this,
SiO2 layer is formed to completely cover the top surface.
Deposition: Phosphorous glass is deposited to cover the surface of SiO 2.
Photoetching: By UV ray photoetching process, two windows are again opened on SiO 2 layer
above the n+ diffused regions.
Metallization: Entire Top surface of the device is metalized using Al material.
Masking and etching: By masking and photo-etching; Al metal contacts are retained to diffused
gate, drain and source regions. The unwanted metal regions are etched away.

POST MCQ
1. An IC has …………….. size
1. Very large
2. Large
3. Extremely small

4. None of the above
2. ICs are generally made of ………………
1. Silicon
2. Germanium
3. Copper
4. None of the above
Q3. ……………… ICs are the most commonly used
1. Thin films
2. Monolithic
3. Hybrid
4. None of the above
Q4. The most popular form of IC package is ……………..
1. DIL
2. Flatpack
3. TO-5
4. None of the above
Q5. ……………. cannot be fabricated on an IC
1. Transistors
2. Diodes
3. Resistors
4. Large inductors and transformers
Q6. An audio amplifier is an example of ………………
1. Digital IC
2. Linear IC
3. Both digital and linear IC
4. None of the above
Q7. The active components in an IC are ………….
1. Resistors
2. Capacitors
3. Transistors and diodes
4. None of the above
Q8. We use ……………….. ICs in computers
1. Digital
2. Linear
3. Both digital and linear
4. None of the above
Q9. The SiO2 layer in an IC acts as ………….
1. A resistor
2. An insulating layer

3. Mechanical output
4. None of the above
Q10. ICs are used in ……………
1. Linear devices only
2. Digital devices only
3. Both linear and digital devices
4. None of the above
Q11. A transistor takes …………… inductor on a silicon IC chip
1. Less space than
2. More space than
3. Same space as
4. None of the above
Q12. The most popular types of ICs are …………..
1. Thin-film
2. Hybrid
3. Thick-film
4. Monolithic
Q13. Digital ICs process …………….
1. Linear signals only
2. Digital signals only
3. Both digital and linear signals
4. None of the above
Q14. Operational amplifiers use …………..
1. Linear ICs
2. Digital ICs
3. Both linear and digital ICs
4. None of the above
Q15. Which of the following is most difficult to fabricate in an IC?
1. Diode
2. Transistor
3. FET
4. Capacitor
CONCLUSION
Enumeration of different steps involved in the fabrication process of integrated
Circuit was studied.
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UNIT II

CHARACTERISTICS OF OPAMP
AIM & OBJECTIVES
To learn the Op -amp characteristics and its linear applications.

PRE MCQ
1. Determine the output from the following circuit

a) 180o in phase with input signal
b) 180o out of phase with input signal
c) Same as that of input signal
d) Output signal cannot be determined
2. 2. Which of the following electrical characteristics is not exhibited by an ideal opamp?
a) Infinite voltage gain
b) Infinite bandwidth
c) Infinite output resistance
d) Infinite slew rate

3. 3. An ideal op-amp
amp requires infinite bandwidth because
a) Signals can be amplified without attenuation
b) Output common
common-mode noise voltage is zero
c) Output voltage occurs simultaneously with input voltage changes
d) Output can drive infinite number of device
4. 4. Ideal op-amp
amp has infinite voltage gain because
a) To control the output voltage
b) To obtain finite
nite output voltage
c) To receive zero noise output voltage
d) None of the mentioned
5. Find the output voltage of an ideal op
op-amp. If V1 and V2 are the two input voltages
a) VO= V1-V2
b) VO= A×(V1-V2)
c) VO= A×(V1+V2)
d) VO= V1×V2
THEORY:
Ideal Op Amps Characteristics

An equivalent circuit of an operational amplifier that models some resistive non
non--ideal parameters.
An ideal op amp is usually considered to have the following characteristics:










Infinite open-loop gain G = vout / vin
Infinite input impedance Rin, and so zero input current
Zero input offset voltage
Infinite output voltage range
Infinite bandwidth with zero phase shift and infinite slew rate
Zero output impedance Rout
Zero noise
Infinite common-mode
mode rejection ratio (CMRR)
Infinite power supply rejection ratio
ratio.

These ideals can be summarized by the two "golden rules":
1. In a closed loop the output attempts to do whatever is necessary to make the voltage
difference between the inputs zero.
2. The inputs draw no current.

DC CHARACTERISTICS OF OP-AMP
An ideal op-amp draws no current from source and its response is also independent of
temperature. But practically it draws current into the input terminals. The two inputs
respond differently to current and voltage due to mismatch in transistors. The important
d.c characteristics of op-amp are
1. Input bias current(Ib)
2. Input Offset Current (Iios)
3. Output Offset Voltage
4. Thermal Drift.
5. Input Offset Voltage (Vios)
The effect of these parameters is to add the error to the expected d.c output voltage. These
parameters produce output offset voltage (Voos)
1. Input Bias current
The average value of the two currents flowing into the op-amp input terminals is called
Input Bias current (Ib). The two input currents are identical due to mismatch in transistors.
Let Ib1 be the current flowing into non inverting terminal and Ib2 be the current into the
other. Then the Input Bias current (Ib) is given by,

For 741, a bipolar op-amp, the bias current is 500nA or less. Ideally it must be zero.
2. Input Offset Current
The input stage of the op-amp is dual input differential amplifier and the inputs are base
terminals of the two transistors. Hence the input currents of op-amp are the base currents
of the transistors used in the input stage. Due to transistor mismatch these currents differ.
The algebraic difference between the currents flowing into the two input terminals of the
op-amp is called input offset current and denoted as Iios. It is given by,

Ideally Iios is zero while for op-amp 741, its value is 200nA.
3. Output Offset Voltage

The effect of the input bias current, offset current and voltage is to add the error to the d.c
level of the output. These produce the output voltage when both the input is grounded.
Thus the d.c voltage present at the output when both the input is grounded is called output
offset voltage ( Voos).

4. Thermal Drift
The Op-amp parameters vary with temperature, supply voltage and time. The dependence
of Op-amp parameters on the temperature is indicated by a factor called thermal drift. The
average rate of change of the input/output parameters w.r.t temperature is given by this
factor.
For example,

Where numerator is the change in input offset voltage and denominator is the change in
temperature. It is denoted in
Similarly all the other parameters vary with temperature.
5. Input Offset Voltage.
When the both the input is grounded, ideally the output must be zero. But practically
opamp produces the small output voltage. To nullify this voltage some voltage is required
to be applied to either of the two inputs. This is called Input Offset Voltage. It is specified
by the manufacturers themselves.

AC CHARACTERISTICS:
For small signal sinusoidal (AC) application one has to know the ac characteristics such as
frequency response and slew-rate.

Frequency Response:
The variation in operating frequency will cause variations in gain magnitude and its phase angle.
The manner in which the gain of the op-amp responds to different frequencies is called the
frequency response. Op-amp should have an infinite bandwidth Bw =∞ (i.e) if its open loop gain
in 90dB with dc signal its gain should remain the same 90 dB through audio and onto high radio
frequency. The op-amp gain decreases (roll-off) at higher frequency what reasons to decrease gain

after a certain frequency reached. There must be a capacitive component in the equivalent circuit
of the op-amp. For an op-amp with only one break (corner) frequency all the capacitors effects
can be represented by a single capacitor C. Below fig is a modified variation of the low frequency
model with capacitor C at the o/p.

There is one pole due to R0 C and one -20dB/decade. The open loop voltage gain of an op-amp
with only one corner frequency is obtained from above fig.
f1 is the corner frequency or the upper 3 dB frequency of the op-amp. The magnitude and phase
angle of the open loop volt gain are fu of frequency can be written as,
The magnitude and phase angle characteristics from eqn (29) and (30)
1. For frequency f<< f1 the magnitude of the gain is 20 log AOL in dB.
2. At frequency f = f1 the gain in 3 dB down from the dc value of AOL in dB. This frequency f1 is
called corner frequency.
3. For f>> f1 the fain roll-off at the rate off -20dB/decade or -6dB/decade.

From the phase characteristics that the phase angle is zero at frequency f =0.
At the corner frequency f1 the phase angle is -450 (lagging and a infinite frequency the phase angle
is -900 . It shows that a maximum of 900 phase change can occur in an op-amp with a single
capacitor C. Zero frequency is taken as te decade below the corner frequency and infinite
frequency is one decade above the corner frequency.

What is a CMRR?
The CMRR in an operational amplifier is a common mode rejection ratio. Generally, the op amp
as two input terminals which are positive and negative terminals and the two inputs are applied at
the same point. This will give the opposite polarity signals at the output. Hence the positive and
the negative voltage of the terminals will cancel out and it will give the resultant output voltage.
The ideal op amp will have the infinite CMRR and with the finite differential gain and zero
common mode gain.
Common-mode Rejection Ratio Formula

The common mode rejection ratio is formed by the two inputs which will have the same sign of
DC voltage. If we assume one input voltage is 8v and the other 9v here the 8v is common
commo and the
input voltage should be calculated through the equation of V+ – V- . Hence the result will be 1v
but the common DC voltage between the two inputs has a non
non-zero gain.
The differential gain Ad magnifies the difference between the two input voltages.
voltage But the
common mode gain Ac magnifies the common mode DC voltage between the two inputs. The
ratio of two gains is said to be as a common mode rejection ratio. The value of the format is in dB.
The formula of a common mode rejection ratio is calculated by the following equation.
CMRR = 20log|Ao/Ac| dB

What is Slew Rate?
In electronics, the slew rate is defined as the maximum rate of output voltage change per unit
time. It is denoted by the letter S. The slew rate helps us to identify the amplitude and maximum
input frequency suitable to an operational amplifier (OP amp) such that the output is not
significantly distorted.
The slew rate should be as high as possible to ensure the maximum undistorted output voltage
swing.

Slew rate is a critical factor in ensuring that an OP amp can deliver an output that is reliable to the
input. Slew rate changes with the change in voltage gain. Therefore, it is generally specified at
unity (+1) gain condition.
A typically general-purpose
purpose device may have a slew rate of 10
. This means that when a
large step input signal is applied to the input, the electronic device can provide an output of 10
volts in 1 microsecond
Slew Rate Formula
The equation for the slew rate is given by

What is Virtual Ground ?
As the name indicates it is virtual, not real ground. For some purposes we can consider it as
equivalent to ground. In opamps the term virtual ground means that the voltage at that particular
node is almost equal to ground voltage (0V). It is not physically connected to ground. This
concept is very useful in analysis of opamp circuits and it will make a lot of calculations very
simple.

Virtual Ground – Opamp
Lets see how the virtual ground concept is employed in inverting amplier.

Virtual Ground – Inverting Amplifier using Opamp

We can explain this concept in two different ways using two different characteristics of an ideal
opamp.

Using Infinite Voltage Gain
We already know that an ideal opamp will provide infinite volt
voltage
age gain. For real opamps also the
gain will be very high such that we can consider it as infinite for calculation purposes.


Gain = Vo/Vin

As gain is infinite, Vin = 0


Vin = V2 – V1

In the above circuit V1 is connected to ground, so V1 = 0. Thus V2 also will be at ground
potential.


V2 = 0

Virtual Ground – Inverting Amplifier using Opamp

Why we need Virtual Ground ?
Virtual Ground concept is very useful in analysis of an opamp when negative feedback is
employed. It will simply a lot of calculations and derivations.

Equivalent Circuit – Inverting Amplifier – Virtual Ground – Opamp

Virtual Ground vs Real Ground

Virtual Ground

Real Ground

Virtual Ground is a concept that
made for easy explanation and
calculation purposes.

Real Ground is a terminal which is physically connected to
ground or earth which acts as the reference point for the entire
circuit.

Voltage is approximately Zero

Voltage is Zero

Not able to sink infinite current

It is an infinite current sink

Not electrically connected to
Ground

Electrically
connected
to Ground

Note
Above concept is valid only when negative feedback is applied to opamp like in inverting
amplifiers.

DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER

The difference amplifier shown in the above circuit is a combination of both inverting and noninverting amplifiers. If the non-inverting terminal is connected to ground, the circuit operates as
an inverting amplifier and the input signal V1 is amplified by – (R3 / R1).
Similarly, if the inverting input terminal is connected to ground, the circuit behaves as a noninverting amplifier. With the inverting input terminal grounded, R 3 and R1 function as the
feedback components of a non-inverting amplifier.
Input V2 is potentially divided across resistors R2 and R4 to give VR4, and then VR4 is amplified by
(R3 + R1) / R1.
With V2 = 0,
VO1 = -(R3 / R1) * V1
With V1 = 0,
VR4 = {R4/(R2+R4)}*V2
and
VO2 = {(R1+R3)/R1}*VR4
Therefore,
VO2 = {(R1 + R3) / R1} * {R4 / (R2 + R4) } * V2
If the input resistances are chosen such that, R 2 = R1 and R4 = R3, then
VO2 = {R3 / R1} * V2
Now, according to superposition principle if both the input signals V 1 and V2 are present, then the
output voltage is
VO = VO1 + VO2
= {-(R3 / R1) * V1} + {R3 / R1} * V2
Which results in,
VO = (R3 / R1) * {V2 – V1}

When the resistors R3 and R1 are of the same value, the output is the direct difference of the input
voltages applied. By selecting R3 greater than R1, the output can be made an amplified version of
the difference of the input voltages.

TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS OF BJT DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER

Figure : The transfer characteristics of the BJT differential amplifier with
α ≈ 1 (Courtesy of Sedra and Smith).
Recall that in a BJT, the collector current is given by iC = ISe vBE/VT , and
that the emitter and collector currents are related by the ratio α, i.e., αiE = iC .
Then the emitter currents, applied specifically to the differential amplifier, are

which implies that
iE1/iE2= e(vB1−vB2)/VT
From it, one gets
iE1 / iE1 + iE2 = 1 / 1 + e (vB2−vB1)/VT , iE2 / iE1 + iE2 = 1 / 1 + e (vB1−vB2)/VT
Since iE1 + iE2 = I, it follows that
iE1 = I / 1 + e−vid/VT , iE2 = I / 1 + e+vid/VT
where vid = vB1 − vB2.

Because
se of the exponential relation between the collector current iC and the
base-emitter
emitter voltage, the current switches rapidly between the two transistors
as shown in Figure 8: A small differential voltage vid of several VT can enable
the switching.

Inverting Amplifier
The inverting amplifier is based on the PP negative feedback model. The base form is shown in
Figure 1 By itself, this form is current sensing, not voltage sensing. In order to achieve voltage
sensing, an input resistor, RiRi, is added. See Figure 2 Here's how the circuit
works: VerrorVerror is virtually zero, so the inverting input potential must equal the noninverting
input potential. This means that the inverting input is at a virtual ground. The signal here is so
small that it is negligible.
le. Because of this, we may also say that the impedance seen looking into
this point is zero. This last point may cause a bit of confusion. You may ask, “How can the
impedance be zero if the current into the op amp is zero?” The answer lies in the fact that
tha all of
the entering current will be drawn through RfRf, thus bypassing the inverting input.

Figure 1. A basic parallel-parallel amplifier.

Figure 2. Inverting voltage amplifier.
Refer to Figure 3. for the detailed explanation. The right end of RiRi is at virtual ground, so all of
the input voltage drops across it, creating IinIin, the input current. This current cannot enter the op
amp and instead will pass through RfRf. Because a positive signal is presented to the inverting
input, the op amp will sink output current, thus drawing IinIin through RfRf. The resulting
voltage drop across RfRf is the same magnitude as the load voltage. This is true because RfRf is

effectively in parallel with the load. Note that both elements are tied to the op amp's output
ou
and to
(virtual)ground. There is a change in polarity because we reference the output signal to ground. In
short, VoutVout is the voltage across RfRf, inverted.

Figure 3. Analysis of the inverting amplifier from Figure 2

Av=Vout/Vin

Vin=IinRi
Vout=−VRf
VRf=IinRf
Substitution yields

Av=−IinRf/IinRi
Av=−Rf/Ri

Again, we see that the voltage gain is set by resistor ratio. Again, there is an allowable range of
values.
The foregoing discussion points up the derivation of input impedance. Because all of the input
signal drops across RiRi,, it follows that all the driving source “sees” is RiRi. Quite
simply, RiRi sets the input impedance. Unlike the noninverting voltage amp, there is a definite
interrelation between Zin(Ri)Zin(Ri) and Av(−Rf/Ri)Av(−Rf/Ri). This indicates that it is very
hard to achieve both high gain and high ZinZin with this circuit.

The Noninverting Voltage Amplifier
The noninverting voltage amplifier is based on SP negative feedback. An example is given in
Figure 1. Note the similarity to
o the generic SP circuits of Chapter Three. Recalling the basic

action of SP negative feedback, we expect a very high ZinZin,, a very low ZoutZout, and a
reduction in voltage gain. Idealization 1 states that ZinZin must be infinite. We already know that
op amps have low ZoutZout,, the second item is taken care of. Now let's take a look at voltage
gain.

Av=Vout/Vin
Because ideally Verror=0
Vin=VRi
Also,
Vout=VRi+VRf
Av=VRi+VRf/VRi

Figure 1: Noninverting voltage amplifier.
Expansion gives
Av=RiIRi+RfIRf / RiIRi
Because Iin=0, IRf=IRi, and finally we come to
Av
Av=Ri+Rf / RiorAv= 1 + Ri+RfRi
Now that's convenient. The gain of this amplifier is set by the ratio of two resistors. The
larger RfRf is relative to RiRi,, the more gain you get. Remember, this is an approximation. The
closed loop gain can never exceed the open loop gain, and eventually, AvAv
Av will fall off as

frequency increases. Note that the calculation ignores the effect of the load impedance. Obviously,
if RlRl is too small, the excessive current draw will cause the op amp to clip.

VOLTAGE FOLLOWER
Voltage follower is an Op-amp circuit whose output voltage straight away follows the input
voltage. That is output voltage is equivalent to the input voltage. Op-amp circuit does not provide
any amplification. Thus, voltage gain is equal to 1. They are similar to discrete emitter follower.
The other names of voltage follower are Isolation Amplifier, Buffer Amplifier, and Unity-Gain
Amplifier. The voltage follower provides no attenuation or no amplification but only buffering.
This circuit has an advantageous characteristic of very high input impedance.
This high input impedance of voltage follower is the reason of it being used in several circuits.
The voltage follower gives an efficient isolation of output from the input signal. The circuit of
voltage
follower
is
shown
below.

Now, let us go through the most fundamental law; that is Ohm’s law.

So, we can say that when resistance increases, the current drawn from the power source decreases.
Thus, we conclude that the power is unaffected if the current is feeding a load of high impedance.
For understanding this concept and the use of voltage follower, we can go through the following
examples.
First, we can consider a circuit of low impedance load and a power source is feeding it shown
below. Here, a large amount of current is drawn by the load due to the low resistance load as
explained by Ohm’s law. Thus, the circuit takes a large amount of power from the power source,

resulting

in

high

disturbances

in

the

source.

Next, we can consider that we are giving the same power to the voltage follower. Because of its
very high input impedance, a minimal amount of current is taken by this circuit. The output of the
circuit will be same as that of the input due to the lack of feedback resistors.

Voltage Follower in Voltage Divider Circuits
In every circuit, voltage is shared or distributed to the impedance or resistance of the connected
components. When Op-amp is connected, the major part of voltage will drop across it due to high
impedance. So, if we use voltage follower in voltage divider circuits, it will let adequate voltage to
be
supplied
across
the
load.
Let us go through a voltage divider circuit with voltage follower as shown in the figure below.

Here, the voltage divider is in the middle of two 10 KΩ resistors and the Op-amp. This Op-amp
will offer input resistance of some hundreds of megaohm. Now, we can assume it to be 100 MΩ.
So
the
equivalent
parallel
resistance
will
be
10
KΩ
||
100
KΩ.

So, we get 10KΩ || 10KΩ. We know that the voltage divider which comprises of two similar
resistances will offer exactly the half of the voltage in the power source. We can prove it using
voltage
divider
formula
as
follows:

Thus, this 5V will drop across the 10KΩ resistance in the top and 5V drop across the resistance
10KΩ in the bottom and the load resistance 100Ω (since 10 KΩ||100 Ω, same voltage will drop in
resistors
which
are
in
parallel).
From this, we have seen how the Op-amp works as a buffer for getting the desired voltage to the
connected load. In the same circuit with the absence of voltage follower, it will not work due to
the
lack
of
supply
of
sufficient
voltage
across
the
load.
Mainly, voltage follower is implemented in circuits for two reasons. One is isolating purpose, and
the other is for buffering the output voltage from an electrical or electronic circuit to get the
desired voltage to the connected load.
Advantages of Voltage Follower
Provides power gain and current gain.
Low output impedance to the circuit which uses the output of the voltage follower.
The Op-amp takes zero current from the input.
Loading effects can be avoided.
Applications of Voltage Follower










Buffers for logic circuits.
In Sample and hold circuits.
In Active filters.
In Bridge circuits via transducer.

SUMMER CIRCUIT
The traditional inverting op-amp
amp summer configuration exploits the feature of a low impedance
node (virtual ground) at the inverting input. The summing circuit is straightforward and easy to
analyze and use, thoughh it does have some limitations.
Op amps excel
cel at providing many useful and clever solutions to routine or complicated circuit
functions. A summing circuit is a perfect example. A summing circuit is typically used in
applications where many inputs or channels need to be added or subtracted together to form a
composite output. Combing multiple channels of audio is a perfect use for this circuit.
The traditional inverting op-amp
amp summer configuration exploits the feature of a low impedance
node (virtual ground) at the inverting input (Fig. 1).

1.
The traditional inverting op-amp
amp summer configuration exploits the low
low-impedance
impedance node (virtual
ground) at the inverting input. The circuit is easy and straightforward to analyze and design with
Equation 1.
The summing circuit is straightforward and easy to an
analyze
alyze and use, though it does have some
limitations:

The summed voltages are all inverted. So what if you need to sum signals without inversion?
Signals can be added without inversion by removing the ground from the non
non--inverting input of
the op amp and then feeding a signal to the now available non
non-inverting
inverting input. A summing
network can also be added to the non
non-inverting
inverting input, similar to that at the inverting input (Fig. 2).

2. In
an inverting and single non-inverting
inverting input op
op-amp summer, R1-R3
R3 interact
interac to some extent
(Equation 2).

Equation 2 is still manageable:

R1-R3
R3 are interactive, but not terrible to deal with.
MULTIPLIER AND DIVIDER
In general, a multiplier is shown with the basic schematic symbol in Figure 1

Figure 1: Symbol for a multiplier.
The output voltage can be written as

Where

V x and V y are input signals

And

V ref is a reference voltage that is normally set
As long as V x < V ref and V y < V ref, output will be less than V ref.

to

10

volts.

If both inputs are positive, then the multiplier is called a one-quadrant multiplier. If one input is
kept at a positive value and the other input is allowed to take either a positive or negative value,
then it is called a two-quadrant multiplier. If both the inputs are allowed to take either positive or
negative values, then it is called a four-quadrant multiplier.
There are some commercially available multiplier ICs and multiplier circuits can be constructed
from op-amp ICs such as 741.
The applications of multipliers include frequency doubling, frequency shifting, phase angle
detection, real power computation, and squaring signals.
A divider uses the multiplier in the feedback as shown in Figure 2

Figure 2: Divider.
V out can be written as

The applications of dividers include taking square root and dividing one number by another.
DIFFERENTIATOR
The basic operational amplifier differentiator circuit produces an output signal which is the first
derivative of the input signal

This operational amplifier circuit performs the mathematical operation of Differentiation, that is
it “produces a voltage output which is directly proportional to the input voltage’s rate-of-change
with respect to time“. In other words the faster or larger the change to the input voltage signal, the
greater the input current, the greater will be the output voltage change in response, becoming more
of a “spike” in shape.
As with the integrator circuit, we have a resistor and capacitor forming an RC Network across the
operational amplifier and the reactance ( Xc ) of the capacitor plays a major role in the
performance of a Op-amp Differentiator.
The input signal to the differentiator is applied to the capacitor. The capacitor blocks any DC
content so there is no current flow to the amplifier summing point, X resulting in zero output
voltage. The capacitor only allows AC type input voltage changes to pass through and whose
frequency is dependant on the rate of change of the input signal.
At low frequencies the reactance of the capacitor is “High” resulting in a low gain ( Rƒ/Xc ) and
low output voltage from the op-amp. At higher frequencies the reactance of the capacitor is much
lower resulting in a higher gain and higher output voltage from the differentiator amplifier.
However, at high frequencies an op-amp differentiator circuit becomes unstable and will start to
oscillate. This is due mainly to the first-order effect, which determines the frequency response of
the op-amp circuit causing a second-order response which, at high frequencies gives an output
voltage far higher than what would be expected. To avoid this the high frequency gain of the
circuit needs to be reduced by adding an additional small value capacitor across the feedback
resistor Rƒ.
Ok, some math’s to explain what’s going on!. Since the node voltage of the operational amplifier
at its inverting input terminal is zero, the current, i flowing through the capacitor will be given as:

The charge on the capacitor equals Capacitance times Voltage across the capacitor

Thus the rate of change of this charge is:

butdQ/dt is the capacitor current, i

from which we have an ideal voltage output for the op-amp differentiator is given as:

Therefore, the output voltage Vout is a constant –Rƒ*C times the derivative of the input
voltage Vin with respect to time. The minus sign (–) indicates a 180 o phase shift because the input
signal is connected to the inverting input terminal of the operational amplifier.
One final point to mention, the Op-amp Differentiator circuit in its basic form has two main
disadvantages compared to the previous operational amplifier integrator circuit. One is that it
suffers from instability at high frequencies as mentioned above, and the other is that the capacitive
input makes it very susceptible to random noise signals and any noise or harmonics present in the
source circuit will be amplified more than the input signal itself. This is because the output is
proportional to the slope of the input voltage so some means of limiting the bandwidth in order to
achieve closed-loop stability is required.
Op-amp Differentiator Waveforms
If we apply a constantly changing signal such as a Square-wave, Triangular or Sine-wave type
signal to the input of a differentiator amplifier circuit the resultant output signal will be changed
and whose final shape is dependant upon the RC time constant of the Resistor/Capacitor
combination.

Improved Op-amp Differentiator Amplifier
The basic single resistor and single capacitor op-amp differentiator circuit is not widely used to
reform the mathematical function of Differentiation because of the two inherent faults mentioned
above, “Instability” and “Noise”. So in order to reduce the overall closed-loop gain of the circuit
at high frequencies, an extra resistor, Rin is added to the input as shown below.
Improved Op-amp Differentiator Amplifier

Adding the input resistor RIN limits the differentiators increase in gain at a ratio of Rƒ/R IN The
circuit now acts like a differentiator amplifier at low frequencies and an amplifier with resistive
feedback at high frequencies giving much better noise rejection.
Additional attenuation of higher frequencies is accomplished by connecting a capacitor Cƒ in
parallel with the differentiator feedback resistor, Rƒ. This then forms the basis of a Active High
Pass Filter as we have seen before in the filters section.

INTEGRATOR
In most of the operational amplifier circuits, the feedback connection which is used is because of
resistive in nature by a straight resistive line outlining as a minimum portion of the network. But
for the op-amp integrator, the feedback will be provided by the capacitor among the input and
output of the operational amplifier.

Operational Amplifier Integrator
As an op-amp integrator performs the function of mathematical integration. However, it can be
used in analog computers. The operation of this circuit is, it generates an output which is
proportional to the input voltage with time. So the output voltage will be determined with the
primary output voltage at any time.
From the above waveforms, it can be observed that as the input residues at zero. but when a step
i/p voltage is given to the input, then the output will be raised. Similarly, when the step input
voltage comebacks to zero position, then the output residue at the voltage it last achieved.
Operational Amplifier Integrator Circuit
The operational amplifier integrator circuit can be built with an operational amplifier and a
capacitor among the inverting input as well as the output, & a resistor from the inverting i/p
to entire input of the circuit.

Operational Amplifier Integrator
One of the applications of an op-amp is an integrator; it can be formed by altering the positions of
resistor and capacitor. This circuit can generate an o/p voltage which is proportional to the input
voltage time integral. Thus this circuit is named as an integrator circuit. Assume the ground
terminal which is denoted with G in the above circuit, where the flow of current through the
ground terminal is equivalent to the flow of current out, we can write is as
If Iin + If = 0
Iin = – If
Vin –Va/R = -C d/dt (V0-Va)
Where Va = 0
Vin/R = -C d/dt V0
Integrate the above equation, we can get the following
1/R
Or
Vout = −∫Vin/R C dt +c
Therefore the Vout voltage is equal to the constant -1/RC and integral of input voltage Vin
The circuit of operational amplifier integrator allows precise integration of the i/p signal to be
attained. The applications of this circuit mainly include analog computers. Nowadays, an
integration task is mandatory in analog applications, wherever the IC circuit is the perfect
solution.

Operational Amplifier Integrator Waveforms
The op-amp differentiator has several applications of electronic circuit design. This circuit is used
in analog computers where it is capable of providing a differentiation operation on the analog
input voltage. This can be used in process instrumentation to check the rate of change of different
points. Op-amp differentiator may be required in signal conditioning applications.
Thus, from the above information finally, we can conclude that op-amp integrated circuits are
linear devices which are perfect for DC amplification, and used commonly in filtering, signal
conditioning, mathematical operations like integration, differentiation, etc

POST MCQ
1. How will be the output voltage obtained for an ideal op-amp?
a) Amplifies the difference between the two input voltages
b) Amplifies individual voltages input voltages
c) Amplifies products of two input voltage
d) None of the mentioned
2. Which is not the ideal characteristic of an op-amp?
a) Input Resistance –> 0
b) Output impedance –> 0
c) Bandwidth –> ∞
d) Open loop voltage gain –> ∞
3.

Which among the following is/are included in DC characteristics of op-amp?
a. Input bias current
b. Thermal drift
c. Both a and b
d. None of the above
4. Define the common-mode rejection ratio (CMRR) of op-amp?
a) CMRR=AD/ACM
b) CMRR=ACM/ AD

c) CMRR=VOCM/ACM
d) CMRR=AD*ACM
5. Slew rate is defined as the rate of change of
a) Output voltage with respect to time
b) Input voltage with respect to time
c) Both output input voltage with respect to time
d) None of the mentioned
6.A Differential Amplifier amplifies
a) Input signal with higher voltage
b) Input voltage with smaller voltage
c) Difference between two signals
d) None of the Mentioned
7.The circuits of an inverting and Non-Inverting amplifying comprises of __________ and
_______ number of resistors.
a) 3, 2
b) 2, 3
c) 2, 2
d) 3, 3
8. The slope of the frequency response of an integrator is
a) Linear with negative slope
b) Linear with positive slope
c) Exponential increase
d) Exponential decrease
9. The frequency transfer function of a differentiator is given by
a)jωCR

b) 1/jωCR
c) – jωCR
d) – 1/jωCR
CONCLUSION
The concept of linear applications using Op-amp and regulator was studied.
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UNIT III
APPLICATIONS OF OP AMP
AIM & OBJECTIVES
To learn the concept of applications of an op amp like instrumentation amplifier, comparators,
multi vibrators, A/D & D/A convertors.

PRE MCQ
1. Strain gauge is an example of which device?
a) Transducer
b) Voltage follower
c) Integrator
d) Differentiator
2. An instrumentation system does not include
a) Transducer
b) Instrumentation amplifier

c) Automatic process controller
d) Tester
3. Transmission line are used for
a) Output signal
b) Input signal
c) Signal transfer
d) All of the mentioned
4. The length of the transmission lines are
a) Longer than 10 meters
b) Shorter than 10 meters
c) Equals to 10 meters
d) None of the mentioned
5. Why output of transducer is not directly connected to indicator or display?
a) Low level output is produced
b) High level output is produced
c) No output is produced
d) Input is fed directly
6. What are the features of instrumentation amplifier?
a) Low noise
b) High gain accuracy
c) Low thermal and time drift
d) All of the mentioned
7. What is the disadvantage of using LH0036 instrumentation op-amp?
a) Extremely stable
b) Relatively expensive
c) Accurate
d) All of the mentioned
8. What instrument is used to amplify output signal of transducer
a) Peaking amplifier
b) Instrumentation amplifier
c) Differential amplifier
d) Bridge amplifier
9. General purpose op-amps are used in applications as
a) Instrumentation amplifier
b) Differential instrumentation amplifier
c) Inverting instrumentation amplifier
d) Non-inverting instrumentation amplifier
View Answer

10. In an instrumentation amplifier using transducer bridge, which device measure the change in
physical energy
a) Resistive transducer
b) Indicating meter
c) Capacitive transducer
d) Inductor circuit
INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIER USING OPAMP
Instrumentation amplifier is a kind of differential amplifier with additional input buffer stages.
The addition of input buffer stages makes it easy to match (impedance matching) the amplifier
with the preceding stage. Instrumentation are commonly used in industrial test and measurement
application. The instrumentation amplifier also has some useful features like low offset voltage,
high CMRR (Common mode rejection ratio), high input resistance, high gain etc. The circuit
diagram of a typical instrumentation amplifier using opamp is shown below.

A circuit providing an output based on the difference between two inputs (times a scale factor) is
given in the above figure. In the circuit diagram, opamps labelled A1 and A2 are the input buffers.
Anyway the gain of these buffer stages are not unity because of the presence of R1 and Rg. Op
amp labelled A3 is wired as a standard differential amplifier. R3 connected from the output of A3
to its non inverting input is the feedback resistor. R2 is the input resistor. The voltage gain of the
instrumentation amplifier can be expressed by using the equation below.
Voltage gain (Av) = Vo/(V2-V1) = (1 + 2R1/Rg ) x R3/R2
If need a setup for varying the gain, replace Rg with a suitable potentiometer. Instrumentation
amplifiers are generally used in situations where high sensitivity, accuracy and stability are
required. Instrumentation amplifiers can be also made using two opamps, but they are rarely used
and the common practice is to make it using three opamps like what is shown here. The only
advantages of making an instrumentation amplifier using 2 opamps are low cost and improved
CMRR.

A high gain accuracy can be achieved by using precision metal film resistors for all the
resistances. Because of large negative feedback employed, the amplifier has good linearity,
typically about 0.01% for a gain less than 10. The output impedance is also low, being in the
range of milli-ohms. The input bias current of the instrumentation amplifier is determined by the
op-amps A1 and A2.
A simplified instrumentation amplifier design is shown below. Here the resistances labelled R1
are shorted and Rg is removed. This results in a full series negative feedback path and the gain of
A1 and A2 will be unity. The removal of R1 and Rg simplifies the equation to Av = R3/R2.

Practical instrumentation amplifier using opamp.
A practical instrumentation amplifier circuit designed based on uA 741 op amp is shown below.
The amplifier operates from +/-12V DC and has a gain 10.If you need a variable gain, then
replace Rg with a 5K POT. Instead of using uA741 you can use any opamp but the power supply
voltage must be changed according to the op amp. A single LM324 op amp Ic is a good choice.
Out of the four opamps inside the LM324, three can be used for IC1, IC2, IC3 and the remaining
one can be left alone. This reduces the PCB size a lot and makes the circuit compact. Supply

voltage

for

LM324

can

be

up

to

+/-16V

DC.

An instrumentation amplifier is a differential amplifier optimized for high input impedance and
high CMRR. An instrumentation amplifier is typically used in applications in which a small
differential voltage and a large common mode voltage are the inputs.
FIRST ORDER ACTIVE FILTER
The attenuation of the signal i.e. the amplitude of the output signal is lesser than amplitude of the
input signal in the passive circuit. In order to overcome this disadvantage of passive filter, active
filter is designed. A Passive Low Pass Filter connected to either inverting or non-inverting op-amp
gives us a simple Active Low Pass Filter.
First order active filter is formed by a single op-amp with RC circuit. A simple RC Passive Filter
connected to the non-inverting terminal of an operational amplifier is shown below.

This RC circuit will provide a low frequency path to the input of the amplifier. The amplifier acts
as a buffer circuit providing unity gain output. This circuit has more input impedance value. Even
though the input impedance of the op-amps high below the cut-off frequency, this input
impedance is limited by the series impedance which is equal to R+ 1 jωC.
The output impedance of the op-amp which is connected in the circuit is always low. This circuit
will provide high stability to filter. The main drawback of this configuration is voltage gain is
unity. Even for this circuit also the output power is high since the input impedance is low.
Active Low Pass Filter with High Voltage Gain
The above active low pass filter circuit does not provide more than unity gain. Thus,we use below
circuit to provide high voltage gain.

When the input signals are at low frequencies the signals will pass through the amplifying circuit
directly, but if the input frequency is high the signals are passed through the capacitor C1. By this
filter circuit, the output signal amplitude is increased by the pass band gain of the filter.
We know that, for non-inverting amplifier circuit the magnitude of the voltage gain is obtained by
its feedback resistor R2 divided by its corresponding input resistor R3.

This is given as follows
Magnitude of the voltage Gain= {1 + (R2/R3)}
Voltage Gain of Active Low Pass Filter
We know that the gain can be obtained by the frequency components and this is given as follows
Voltage gain = V_out V_in = A_max √(1+〖f/f_c〗^2 )
Where






Amax = Gain of the pass band = 1 + R_2 R_3
f = operational frequency.
fc = Cut-off frequency.
Vout = Output voltage.
Vin= Input voltage.

When the frequency increases, then the gain decreases by 20 dB for every 10 time increment of
frequency. This operation is observed as below
At low frequencies that is when operating frequency f is less than cut-off frequency, then
Vout / Vin = Amax
When operating frequency is equal to the cut off frequency, then
Vout / Vin = Amax / √2 = 0.707 Amax
When the operating frequency is less than the cut off frequency, then
Vout / Vin < Amax
By these equations we can say that at low frequencies the circuit gain is equal to maximum gain
and at high frequencies the circuit gain is less than maximum gain A max.
When actual frequency is equal to the cut-off frequency, then the gain is equal to the 70.7% of the
Amax. By this we can say that for every tenfold (decade) increase of frequency the gain of the
voltage is divided by 10.
Magnitude of the Voltage Gain (dB): Amax = 20 log10 (Vout / Vin)

At -3 dB frequency the gain is given as:
3 dB Amax = 20 log10 {0.707 (Vout / Vin)}
Active Low Pass Filter Example
Let us consider a non-inverting active low pass filter having cut off frequency at 160 Hz and input
impedance as 15kΩ. Assume that at low frequencies this circuit has a voltage gain of 10.
The gain in dB is given as 20log (Amax) = 20log (10) = 20 dB
We know that the voltage gain is given as:
Amax = 10 = 1 + (R2/R1)
Let the resistor R1 be 1.2 kΩ
R2 = 9R1 = 9 x 1.2k = 10.8 kΩ
Therefore the obtained R2 is 10.8 kΩ. Since this value does not exist we can consider the nearest
preferred standard value as 11 kΩ.
By considering the cut off frequency equation we can get the capacitor value.
fC = 1/ 2πRC
By considering the C as main we can write the above equation as follows:
C = 1 / 2πfCR
Substitute input impedance value as 15 kΩ, f_C value as 160 Hz.
Therefore the C = 0.068µF.
From the obtained values we can get the active low pass filter as follows:

Frequency Response
The response of the active filter is as shown in below figure.

Voltage to Current Converter (V to I Converter)
October 27, 2020 by Electrical4U
The circuits in instrumentation for analog representation of certain physical quantities (weight,
pressure, motion etc), DC current is preferred. This is because DC current signals will be constant
throughout the circuit in series from the source to the load. The current sensing instruments also
have the advantage of less noise.
So sometimes it is essential to create current which is corresponding or proportional to a definite
voltage. For this purpose Voltage to Current Converters (also known as V to I converters) are
used. It can simply change the carrier of electrical data from voltage to current.

Simple Voltage to Current Converter
When we confer about the connection between voltage and current, it is obvious to mention the
Ohm’s
law.
We all know that when we supply a voltage as input to a circuit which comprises of a resistor, the
proportional current will commence to flow through it. So, it is clear that the resistor decides the
current flow in a voltage source circuit or it performs as a simple voltage to current converter (i.e.
a
V
to
I
converter)
for
a
linear
circuit.

The circuit diagram of a resistor which perf
performs as a simple voltage to current converter is
represented below. In this diagram, the electrical quantities such as voltage and current are
represented through bars and
nd loop respectively.

But practically, the output current of this converter depends directly on the voltage drop across the
connected load in addition to the input voltage. Since, V R becomes
. This is the reason
why this circuit is said to be an imperfect one or bad or passive version.
Voltage to Current Converter Using Op
Op-Amp
An op-amp is implemented to si
simply
mply convert the voltage signal to corresponding current signal.
The Op-amp
amp used for this purpose is IC LM741. This Op
Op-amp
amp is designed to hold the precise
amount of current by applying the voltage which is essential to sustain that currentthrough
current
out the
circuit. They are of two types that are explained in detail below.
Floating Load Voltage to Current Converter
As the name indicates, the load resistor is floating in this converter circuit. That is, the resistor R L
is not linked to ground. The voltage, V IN which is the input voltage is given to the non-inverting
non
input terminal. The inverting input terminal is driven by the feedback voltage which is across the
RL resistor.
This feedback voltage is determined by the load current and it is in series with the V D, which is
the input difference voltage. So this circuit is also known as current series negative feedback
amplifier.

For the input loop, the voltage equation is
Since A is very large,
So,
Since, the input to the Op-amp,

From the above equation, it is clear that the load current depends on the input voltage and the
input resistance.. That is, the load current,
, which is the input voltage. The load current is
controlled by the resistor,, R. Here, the proportionality constant is 1/R. So, this converter circuit is
also known as Trans-Conductance
Conductance Amplifier. Other name of this circuit is Voltage Controlled
Contr
Current Source.
The type of load may be resistive, capacitive or non
non-linear
linear load. The type of load has no role in
the above equation. When the load connected is capacitor then it will get charge or discharge at a
steady rate. Due to this reason, the converter circuit is used for the production of saw tooth and
triangular wave forms.
Ground Load Voltage to Current Converter
This V to I converter is also known as Howland Current Converter. He
Here,
re, one end of the load is
always grounded. For the circuit analysis, we have to first determine the voltage, V IN and then the
relationship or the connection between the input voltage and load current can be achieved.

For that, we apply Kirchhoff’s current law at the node V1

For a non-inverting
inverting amplifier, gain is
Here, the resistor,
.
So,

. Hence the voltage in the output will be

Thus, we can conclude from the above equation that the current IL is related to the voltage, VIN
and the resistor, R.

Application of Voltage to Current Converter





Zener diode tester
Low AC and DC Voltmeters
Testing LED
Testing Diodes

CURRENT TO VOLTAGE CONVERTER


A current to voltage converter will produce a voltage proportional to the given current.
This circuit is required if your measuring instrument is capable only of measuring voltages
and you need to measure the current output.

Current to Voltage converter
Open – loop gain A of the op-amp
amp is very large. Input impedance of the op amp is very high.
Sensitivity of the I – V converter :


The output voltage V0 = --RFIin.



Hence the gain of this converter is equal to -RF.
RF. The magnitude of the gain (i.e) is also
called as sensitivity of I to V converter.



The amount of change in output volt ∆V0 for a given change in the input current ∆Iin is
decide by the sensitivity of II-V converter.



By keeping RF variable, it is possib
possible
le to vary the sensitivity as per the requirements.

Applications of I – V converter :


One of the most common use of the current to voltage converter is
o

Digital to analog Converter (DAC)

o

Sensing current through Photodetector such as photocell, photodiodes and
photovoltaic cells.

o

Photoconductive devices produce a current that is proportional to an incident
energy or light (i.e) It can be used to detect the light.

COMPARATORS
A comparator is an electronic circuit, which compares the two inputs that are applied to it and
produces an output. The output value of the comparator indicates which of the inputs is greater or
lesser. Please note that comparator falls under non-linear applications of ICs.
An op-amp consists of two input terminals and hence an op-amp based comparator compares the
two inputs that are applied to it and produces the result of comparison as the output. This chapter
discusses about op-amp based comparators.
Types of Comparators
Comparators are of two types : Inverting and Non-inverting. This section discusses about these
two types in detail.
Inverting Comparator
An inverting comparator is an op-amp based comparator for which a reference voltage is applied
to its non-inverting terminal and the input voltage is applied to its inverting terminal. This
comparator is called as inverting comparator because the input voltage, which has to be
compared is applied to the inverting terminal of op-amp.
The circuit diagram of an inverting comparator is shown in the following figure.

The operation of an inverting comparator is very simple. It produces one of the two
values, +Vsat+Vsat and −Vsat−Vsat at the output based on the values of its input
voltage ViVi and the reference voltage VrefVref.
 The output value of an inverting comparator will be −Vsat−Vsat, for which the
input ViVi voltage is greater than the reference voltage VrefVref.
 The output value of an inverting comparator will be +Vsat+Vsat, for which the
input ViVi is less than the reference voltage VrefVref.
Example
Let us draw the output wave form of an inverting comparator, when a sinusoidal input signal and
a reference voltage of zero volts are applied to its inverting and non-inverting terminals
respectively.

The operation of the inverting comparator shown above is discussed below −


During the positive half cycle of the sinusoidal input signal, the voltage present at the
inverting terminal of op-amp is greater than zero volts. Hence, the output value of the

inverting comparator will be equal to −Vsat−Vsat during positive half cycle of the
sinusoidal input signal.
 Similarly, during the negative half cycle of the sinusoidal input signal, the voltage present
at the inverting terminal of the op-amp is less than zero volts. Hence, the output value of
the inverting comparator will be equal to +Vsat+Vsat during negative half cycle of the
sinusoidal input signal.
The following figure shows the input and output waveforms of an inverting comparator, when
the reference voltage is zero volts.

In the figure shown above, we can observe that the output transitions either
from −Vsat−Vsat to +Vsat+Vsat or from +Vsat+Vsat to −Vsat−Vsat whenever the sinusoidal
input signal is crossing zero volts. In other words, output changes its value when the input is
crossing zero volts. Hence, the above circuit is also called as inverting zero crossing detector.
Non-Inverting Comparator
A non-inverting comparator is an op-amp based comparator for which a reference voltage is
applied to its inverting terminal and the input voltage is applied to its non-inverting terminal.

This op-amp based comparator is called as non-inverting comparator because the input voltage,
which has to be compared is applied to the non-inverting terminal of the op-amp.
The circuit diagram of a non-inverting comparator is shown in the following figure

The operation of a non-inverting comparator is very simple. It produces one of the two
values, +Vsat+Vsat and −Vsat−Vsat at the output based on the values of input voltage VtVt and
the reference voltage +Vref+Vref.
 The output value of a non-inverting comparator will be +Vsat+Vsat, for which the input
voltage ViVi is greater than the reference voltage +Vref+Vref.
 The output value of a non-inverting comparator will bee −Vsat−Vsat, for which the input
voltage ViVi is less than the reference voltage +Vref+Vref.
Example
Let us draw the output wave form of a non-inverting comparator, when a sinusoidal input signal
and reference voltage of zero volts are applied to the non-inverting and inverting terminals of the
op-amp respectively.

The operation of a non-inverting comparator is explained below −
During the positive half cycle of the sinusoidal input signal, the voltage present at the noninverting terminal of op-amp is greater than zero volts. Hence, the output value of a noninverting comparator will be equal to +Vsat+Vsat during the positive half cycle of the
sinusoidal input signal.
 Similarly, during the negative half cycle of the sinusoidal input signal, the voltage present
at the non-inverting terminal of op-amp is less than zero volts. Hence, the output value of
non-inverting comparator will be equal to −Vsat−Vsat during the negative half cycle of
the sinusoidal input signal.


The following figure shows the input and output waveforms of a non-inverting comparator, when
the reference voltage is zero volts.

From the figure shown above, we can observe that the output transitions either
from +Vsat+Vsat to −Vsat−Vsat or from −Vsat−Vsat to +Vsat+Vsat whenever the sinusoidal
input signal crosses zero volts. That means, the output changes its value when the input is
crossing zero volts. Hence, the above circuit is also called as non-inverting zero crossing
detector.

APPLICATIONS OF COMPARATOR
1. Zero crossing detector
2. Window detector

1. Zero Crossing Detector
The zero crossing detector circuit is an important application of the op-amp comparator circuit. It
can also be called as the sine to square wave converter. Anyone of the inverting or non-inverting
comparators can be used as a zero-crossing detector. The only change to be brought in is the
reference voltage with which the input voltage is to be compared, must be made zero (Vref = 0V).
An input sine wave is given as Vin. These are shown in the circuit diagram and input and output
waveforms of an inverting comparator with a 0V reference voltage.

Zero-Crossing Detector Using UA741 op-amp IC
ZCD as Phasemeter
A ZCD can be used to measure the phase angle between two voltages. A sequence of pulses in the
+ve and -ve cycles are acquired to measure the voltage between the time interval of the pulse of
sine wave voltage and second sine wave. This interval of time is related to the phase difference
between the two i/p sine wave voltages. The use of phase meter ranges from 0° to 360°.
ZCD as Time Marker Generator
For an i/p sine wave, the o/p of the zero-crossing detector being a square wave, further it will pass
through an RC series circuit. This is shown in the following figure.

Zero Crossing Detector
If the RC time constant is very small compared to the period ‘T’ of the i/p sine wave, then the
voltage across R of the RC circuit n/w called Vr will be a series of +ve and –ve pulses. If the
voltage ‘Vr’ is applied to a clipper circuit using a diode D, the load voltage VLwill have only +ve
pulses and will clip away the –ve pulses. Therefore, a zero-crossing detector (ZCD) whose i/p is a
sine wave has been changed into a sequence of positive pulses at ‘T’ interval by adding a network
RC and a clipping circuit.

2. Windowdetector
A window detector circuit, also called window comparator circuit or dual edge limit detector
circuits is used to determine whether an unknown input is between two precise reference
threshold voltages.[1] It employs two comparators to detect over-voltage or under-voltage. [2]
Each single comparator detects the common input voltage against one of two reference voltages,
normally upper and lower limits.[3] Outputs behind a logic gate like AND detect the input as in
range of the so-called "window" between upper and lower reference.
Window detectors are used in industrial alarms, level sensor and controls, digital computers and
production-line testing

SCHMITT TRIGGER OR REGENERATIVE COMPARATOR CIRCUIT
A Schmitt trigger circuit is also called a regenerative comparator circuit. The circuit is designed
with a positive feedback and hence will have a regenerative action which will make the output
switch levels. Also, the use of positive voltage feedback instead of a negative feedback, aids the
feedback voltage to the input voltage, instead of opposing it. The use of a regenerative circuit is to
remove the difficulties in a zero-crossing detector circuit due to low frequency signals and input
noise voltages.
Shown below is the circuit diagram of a Schmitt trigger. It is basically an inverting comparator
circuit with a positive feedback. The purpose of the Schmitt trigger is to convert any regular or
irregular shaped input waveform into a square wave output voltage or pulse. Thus, it can also be
called a squaring circuit.

Schmitt Trigger Circuit Using Op-Amp uA741 IC

As shown in the circuit diagram, a voltage divider with resistors Rdiv1 and Rdiv2 is set in the
positive feedback of the 741 IC op-amp. The same values of Rdiv1 and Rdiv2 are used to get the
resistance value Rpar = Rdiv1||Rdiv2 which is connected in series with the input voltage. Rpar is
used to minimize the offset problems. The voltage across R1 is fedback to the non-inverting input.
The input voltage Vi triggers or changes the state of output Vout every time it exceeds its voltage
levels above a certain threshold value called Upper Threshold Voltage (Vupt) and Lower
Threshold Voltage (Vlpt).
Let us assume that the inverting input voltage has a slight positive value. This will cause a
negative value in the output. This negative voltage is fedback to the non-inverting terminal (+) of
the op-amp through the voltage divider. Thus, the value of the negative voltage that is fedback to
the positive terminal becomes higher. The value of the negative voltage becomes again higher
until the circuit is driven into negative saturation (-Vsat). Now, let us assume that the inverting
input voltage has a slight negative value. This will cause a positive value in the output. This
positive voltage is fedback to the non-inverting terminal (+) of the op-amp through the voltage
divider. Thus, the value of the positive voltage that is fedback to the positive terminal becomes
higher. The value of the positive voltage becomes again higher until the circuit is driven into
positive saturation (+Vsat). This is why the circuit is also named a regenerative comparator
circuit.

Schmitt Trigger Input and Output Waveform

When Vout = +Vsat, the voltage across Rdiv1 is called Upper Threshold Voltage (Vupt). The
input voltage, Vin must be slightly more positive than Vuptinorder to cause the output Vo to
switch from +Vsat to -Vsat. When the input voltage is less than Vupt, the output voltage Vout is
at +Vsat.
Upper Threshold Voltage,
Vupt = +Vsat (Rdiv1/[Rdiv1+Rdiv2])
When Vout = -Vsat, the voltage across Rdiv1 is called Lower Threshold Voltage (Vlpt). The input
voltage, Vin must be slightly more negaitive than Vlptinorder to cause the output Vo to switch
from -Vsat to +Vsat. When the input voltage is less than Vlpt, the output voltage Vout is at -Vsat.
Lower Threshold Voltage,
Vlpt = -Vsat (Rdiv1/[Rdiv1+Rdiv2])
If the value of Vupt and Vlpt are higher than the input noise voltage, the positive feedback will
eliminate the false output transitions. With the help of positive feedback and its regenerative
behaviour, the output voltage will switch fast between the positive and negative saturation
voltages.
Hysteresis Characteristics
Since a comparator circuit with a positive feedback is used, a dead band condition hysteresis can
occur in the output. When the input of the comparator has a value higher than Vupt, its output
switches from +Vsat to -Vsat and reverts back to its original state, +Vsat, when the input value
goes below Vlpt. This is shown in the figure below. The hysteresis voltage can be calculated as
the difference between the upper and lower threshold voltages.
Vhysteresis = Vupt – Vlpt
Subsituting the values of Vupt and Vlpt from the above equations:
Vhysteresis = +Vsat (Rdiv1/Rdiv1+Rdiv2) – {-Vsat (Rdiv1/Rdiv1+Rdiv2)}
Vhysteresis = (Rdiv1/Rdiv1+Rdiv2) {+Vsat – (-Vsat)}

Schmitt-Trigger-Hysteresis
Characteristics
Applications of Schmitt Trigger
Schmitt trigger is mostly used to convert a very slowly varying input voltage into an output
having abruptly varying waveform occurring precisely at certain predetermined value of input
voltage. Schmitt trigger may be used for all applications for which a general comparator is used.
Any type of input voltage can be converted into its corresponding square signal wave. The only
condition is that the input signal must have large enough excursion to carry the input voltage
beyond the limits of the hysteresis range. The amplitude of the square wave is independent of the
peak-to-peak value of the input waveform.
ASTABLE MULTIVIBRATOR
The astablemultivibrator is also called as a free-running multivibrator. It has two quasi-stable
states i.e. no stable state such. No external signal is required to produce the changes in state. The
component values used to decide the time for which circuit remains in each state. Usually, as the
astablemultivibrator oscillates between two states, is used to produce a square wave.

The circuit looks like a Schmitt trigger except that the input voltage is replaced by a capacitor. As
shown in fig. 6.15 the comparator and positive feedback resistors
Schmitt trigger.
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MONOSTABLE MULTIVIBRATOR
The monostablemultivibrator is also called as the one-shot multivibrator. The circuit produces a
single pulse of specified duration in response to each external trigger signal. For such a circuit,
only one stable state exists. When an external trigger is applied, the output changes its state. The
new state is called as a quasi-stable state. The circuit remains in this state for a fixed interval of
time. After some time it returns back to its original stable state. In fact, an internal trigger signal is
generated which drives the circuit back to its original stable state. Usually, the charging and
discharging of a capacitor provide this internal trigger signal.
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Expression for pulse width
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is not essential but it is used to avoid malfunctioning if any positive noise spikes
are present in triggering line.
It can be seen from the waveform that the voltage
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WAVEFORM GENERATORS

Triangular wave generator using opamp
This is an interesting project for newbies. This article is about creating a triangular wave generator
using opamp IC. There are many methods for generating triangular waves but here we focus on
the method using opamps. This circuit is based on the fact that a square wave on integration gives
a triangular wave.

What are Triangular waves?
Triangular waves are a periodic, non-sinusoidal waveform with a triangular shape. People often
get confused between the triangle and sawtooth waves. The most important feature of a triangular
wave is that it has equal rise and fall times while a sawtooth wave has un-equal rise and fall times.

To generate triangular waves we need an input wave. In this project, we are using square waves
for input. Like triangular waves, square waves have equal rise and fall times so they are more
convenient to be converted to a triangular waveform.
The main parts of this project are 1. A square wave generator 2. An integrator which converts
square waves to triangular waves.
The circuit uses an opamp based square wave generator for producing the square wave and an
opamp based integrator for integrating the square wave. The circuit diagram is shown in the figure
below.
Circuit diagram

The square wave generator section and the integrator section of the circuit are explained in detail
below.

Square wave generator
The square wave generator is based on a uA741 opamp (IC1). Resistor R1 and capacitor C1
determines the frequency of the square wave. Resistor R2 and R3 forms a voltage divider setup
which feedbacks a fixed fraction of the output to the non-inverting input of the IC.
Initially, when power is not applied the voltage across the capacitor C1 is 0. When the power
supply is switched ON, the C1 starts charging through the resistor R1 and the output of the opamp
will be high (+Vcc). A fraction of this high voltage is fed back to the non- inverting pin by the
resistor network R2, R3. When the voltage across the charging capacitor is increased to a point the
voltage at the inverting pin is higher than the non-inverting pin, the output of the opamp swings to
negative saturation (-Vcc). The capacitor quickly discharges through R1 and starts charging in the
negative direction again through R1. Now a fraction of the negative high output (-Vcc) is fed back
to the non-inverting pin by the feedback network R2, R3. When the voltage across the capacitor
has become so negative that the voltage at the inverting pin is less than the voltage at the noninverting pin, the output of the opamp swings back to the positive saturation. Now the capacitor
discharges trough R1 and starts charging in positive direction. This cycle is repeated over time
and the result is a square wave swinging between +Vcc and -Vcc at the output of the opamp.
If the values of R2 and R3 are made equal, then the frequency of the square wave can be
expressed using the following equation:
F=1 / (2.1976 R1C1)
Integrator
Next part of the triangular wave generator is the opamp integrator. Instead of using a simple
passive RC integrator, an active integrator based on opamp is used here. The opamp IC used in
this stage is also uA741 (IC2). Resistor R5 in conjunction with R4 sets the gain of the integrator
and resistor R5 in conjunction with C2 sets the bandwidth. The square wave signal is applied to
the inverting input of the opamp through the input resistor R4. The opamp integrator part of the
circuit is shown in the figure below.

Let’s assume the positive side of the square wave is first applied to the integrator. By virtue
capacitor C2 offers very low resistance to this sudden shoot in the input and C2 behaves
something like a short circuit. The feedback resistor R5 connected in parallel to C2 can be put
aside because R5 has almost zero resistance at the moment. A serious amount of current flows
through the input resistor R4 and the capacitor C2 bypasses all these current. As a result the

inverting input terminal (tagged A) of the opamp behaves like a virtual ground because all the
current flowing into it is drained by the capacitor C2. The gain of the entire circuit (Xc2/R4) will
be very low and the entire voltage gain of the circuit will be close to the zero.
After this initial “kick” the capacitor starts charging and it creates an opposition to the input
current flowing through the input resistor R4. The negative feedback compels the opamp to
produce a voltage at its out so that it maintains the virtual ground at the inverting input. Since the
capacitor is charging its impedance Xc keeps increasing and the gain Xc2/R4 also keeps
increasing. This results in a ramp at the output of the opamp that increases in a rate proportional to
the RC time constant (T=R4C2) and this ramp increases in amplitude until the capacitor is fully
charged.
When the input to the integrator (square wave) falls to the negative peak the capacitor quickly
discharges through the input resistor R4 and starts charging in the opposite polarity. Now the
conditions are reversed and the output of the opamp will be a ramp that is going to the negative
side at a rate proportional to the R4R2 time constant. This cycle is repeated and the result will be a
triangular waveform at the output of the opamp integrator.
Testing the triangular wave generator.
Testing videos, practical circuit diagram, and photographs will be added soon.
Applications:
The applications of triangular wave include sampling circuits, thyristor firing circuits, frequency
generator circuits, tone generator circuits etc.

OP-AMP BASED CLIPPERS
A clipper is an electronic circuit that produces an output by removing a part of the input above or
below a reference value. That means, the output of a clipper will be same as that of the input for
other than the clipped part. Due to this, the peak to peak amplitude of the output of a clipper will
be always less than that of the input.
The main advantage of clippers is that they eliminate the unwanted noise present in the amplitude
of an ac signal.
Clippers can be classified into the following two types based on the clipping portion of the input.



Positive Clipper
Negative Clipper

These are discussed in detail as given below −

Positive Clipper
A positive clipper is a clipper that clips only the positive portion(s) of the input signal.
The circuit diagramof positive clipper is shown in the following figure −

In the circuit shown above, a sinusoidal voltage signal Vtis applied to the non-inverting terminal
of the op-amp. The value of the reference voltage Vref can be chosen by varying the
resistor R2R2.
The operation of the circuit shown above is explained below −
If the value of the input voltage Vi is less than the value of the reference voltage Vref,
then the diode D1 conducts. Then, the circuit given above behaves as a voltage follower.
Therefore, the output voltage V0 of the above circuit will be same as that of the input
voltage Vi, for Vi < Vref.
 If the value of the input voltage Vi is greater than the value of reference voltage Vref, then
the diode D1 will be off. Now, the op-amp operates in an open loop since the feedback
path was open. Therefore, the output voltage V0 of the above circuit will be equal to the
value of the reference voltage Vref, for Vi > Vref.
The input wave form and the corresponding output wave form of a positive clipper for a positive
reference voltage Vref, are shown in the following figure −


Negative Clipper
A negative clipper is a clipper that clips only the negative portion(s) of the input signal. You can
obtain the circuit of the negative clipper just by reversing the diode and taking the reverse
polarity of the reference voltage, in the circuit that you have seen for a positive clipper.

The circuit diagram of a negative clipper is shown in the following figure −

In the above circuit, a sinusoidal voltage signal Vi is applied to the non-inverting terminal of the
op-amp. The value of the reference voltage Vref can be chosen by varying the resistor R2R2.
The operation of a negative clipper circuit is explained below −
If the value of the input voltage Vt is greater than the value of reference voltage Vref, then the
diode D1 conducts. Then, the above circuit behaves as a voltage follower. Therefore, the output
voltage V0 of the above circuit will be same as that of the input voltage Vi for Vi> Vref.
If the value of the input voltage Vi is less than the value of reference voltage , then the diode
D1 will be off. Now, the op-amp operates in an open loop since the feedback path is open.
Therefore, the output voltage V0 of the above circuit will be equal to the value of reference
voltage ,Vref for Vi < Vref.
The input wave form and the corresponding output wave form of a negative clipper, for a
negative reference voltage Vref, are shown in the following figure −

OP-AMP BASED CLAMPERS
A clamper is an electronic circuit that produces an output, which is similar to the input but with a
shift in the DC level. In other words, the output of a clamper is an exact replica of the input.
Hence, the peak to peak amplitude of the output of a clamper will be always equal to that of the
input.
Clampers are used to introduce or restore the DC level of input signal at the output. There
are two types of op-amp based clampers based on the DC shift of the input.



Positive Clamper
Negative Clamper

This section discusses about these two types of clampers in detail.

Positive Clamper
A positive clamper is a clamper circuit that produces an output in such a way that the input signal
gets shifted vertically by a positive DC value.
The circuit diagram of a positive clamper is shown in the following figure −

In the above circuit, a sinusoidal voltage signal, Vi is applied to the inverting terminal of op-amp
through a network that consists of a capacitor C1C1 and a resistor R1R1. That means, AC
voltage signal is applied to the inverting terminal of the op-amp.
The DC reference voltage Vref is applied to the non-inverting terminal of the op-amp. The value
of reference voltage Vref can be chosen by varying the resistor R2R2. In this case, we will get a
reference voltage Vref of a positive value.
The above circuit produces an output, which is the combination (resultant sum) of the sinusoidal
voltage signal Vi and the reference voltage Vref. That means, the clamper circuit produces an
output in such a way that the sinusoidal voltage signal Vi gets shifted vertically upwards by the
value of reference voltage Vref.
The input wave form and the corresponding output wave form of positive clamper are shown in
above figure −

From the figure above, you can observe that the positive clamper shifts the applied input
waveform vertically upward at the output. The amount of shift will depend on the value of the
DC reference voltage.
Negative Clamper
A negative clamper is a clamper circuit that produces an output in such a way that the input
signal gets shifted vertically by a negative DC value.
The circuit diagram of negative clamper is shown in the following figure −

In the above circuit, a sinusoidal voltage signal Vi is applied to the inverting terminal of the opamp through a network that consists of a capacitor C 1 and resistor R1R1. That means, AC
voltage signal is applied to the inverting terminal of the op-amp.
The DC reference voltage Vref is applied to the non-inverting terminal of the op-amp.The value
of reference voltage Vref can be chosen by varying the resistor R2R2. In this case,we will get
reference voltage Vref of a negative value.
The above circuit produces an output, which is the combination (resultant sum) of sinusoidal
voltage signal Vi and reference voltage Vref. That means, the clamper circuit produces an output
in such a way that the sinusoidal voltage signal Vi gets shifted vertically downwards by the value
of reference voltage Vref.
The input wave form and the corresponding output wave form of a negative clamper are shown
in the following figure −

We can observe from the output that the negative clamper shifts the applied input
waveform vertically downward at the output. The amount of shifting will depend on the value of
DC reference voltage.

PEAK DETECTORS
Square, Triangular, Saw tooth and pulse waves are typical examples of non-sinusoidal waveforms.
A conventional AC voltmeter cannot be used to measure these sinusoidal waveforms because it is
designed to measure the RMS value of the pure sine wave. One possible solution to this problem

is to measure the peak values of the non-sinusoidal waveforms. Peak detector measures the +ve
peak value of the square wave input.

i) During the positive half cycle of Vin:
the o/p of the op-amp drives D1 on. (Forward biased)
Charging capacitor C to the positive peak value Vp of the input volt Vin.

ii) During the negative half cycle of Vin:
D1 is reverse biased and voltage across C is retained.
The only discharge path for C is through R L since the input bias IB is negligible.
For proper operation of the circuit, the charging time constant (CR d ) and discharging time
constant (CRL) must satisfy the following condition.
CRd <= T/10
Where Rd = Resistance of the forward-biased diode.
T = time period of the input waveform.
CRL >= 10T

(2)

Where RL = load resistor.

If RL is very small so that eqn. (2) cannot be satisfied.
Use a (buffer) voltage follower circuit between capacitor C and R L load resistor.
R is used to protect the op-amp against the excessive discharge currents.
Rcomp = minimizes the offset problems caused by input current
D2 conducts during the –ve half cycle of Vin and prevents the op-amp from going into negative
saturation.
Note: -ve peak of the input signal can be detected simply by reversing diode D 1 and D2

SAMPLE AND HOLD CIRCUIT USING OP-AMP
As the name indicates , a sample and hold circuit is a circuit which samples an input signal and
holds onto its last sampled value until the input is sampled again. Sample and hold circuits are
commonly used in analogue to digital converts, communication circuits, PWM circuits etc. The
circuit shown below is of a sample and hold circuit based on uA 741 opamp , n-channel E
MOSFET BS170 and few passive components. So let’s begin to learn in detail about creating a
sample and hold circuit.
Description
As the name indicates , a sample and hold circuit is a circuit which samples an input signal and
holds onto its last sampled value until the input is sampled again. Sample and hold circuits are
commonly used in analogue to digital converts, communication circuits, PWM circuits etc. The
circuit shown below is of a sample and hold circuit based on uA 741 opamp , n-channel E
MOSFET BS170 and few passive components.
In the circuit MOSFET BS170 (Q1) works as a switch while opamp uA741 is wired as a voltage
follower. The signal to be sampled (Vin) is applied to the drain of MOSFET while the sample and
hold control voltage (Vs) is applied to the source of the MOSFET. The source pin of the
MOSFET is connected to the non inverting input of the opamp through the resistor R3. C1 which
is a polyester capacitor serves as the charge storing device. Resistor R2 serves as the load resistor
while preset R1 is used for adjusting the offset voltage.
During the positive half cycle of the Vs, the MOSFET is ON which acts like a closed switch and
the capacitor C1 is charged by the Vin and the same voltage (Vin) appears at the output of the
opamp. When Vs is zero MOSFET is switched off and the only discharge path for C1 is through
the inverting input of the opamp. Since the input impedance of the opamp is too high the voltage
Vin is retained and it appears at the output of the opamp.
The time periods of the Vs during which the voltage across the capacitor (Vc) is equal to Vin are
called sample periods (Ts) and the time periods of Vs during which the voltage across the

capacitor C1 (Vc) is held constant are called hold periods (Th). Taking a close look at the input
and output wave forms of the circuit will make it easier to understand the working of the circuit.
Circuit diagram

Sample and Hold circuit using uA741 opamp

Input and output waveforms.

Input and output waveforms – Sample and hold circuit
Notes


The circuit can be assembled on a vero board.



Use +15V/-15V DC dual supply for powering the opamp.



Capacitor C1 must have minimum leakage current possible and thats why a polyester
capacitor is used here.



Mount the IC uA741 on a holder.



The type number of the MOSFET Q1 is not very significant here and so substitution is
possible if BS170 is not available.



BS170 is a 60V, 500mA n-channel enhancement mode MOSFET available in TO-92
package.



Preset resistor R1 can be used for offset adjustments.

DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTER
A Digital to Analog Converter (DAC) converts a digital input signal into an analog output signal.
The digital signal is represented with a binary code, which is a combination of bits 0 and 1. This
chapter deals with Digital to Analog Converters in detail.
The block diagram of DAC is shown in the following figure −

A Digital to Analog Converter (DAC) consists of a number of binary inputs and a single output.
In general, the number of binary inputs of a DAC will be a power of two.
Types of DACs
There are two types of DACs



Weighted Resistor DAC
R-2R Ladder DAC

This section discusses about these two types of DACs in detail −
Weighted Resistor DAC
A weighted resistor DAC produces an analog output, which is almost equal to the digital (binary)
input by using binary weighted resistors in the inverting adder circuit. In short, a binary weighted
resistor DAC is called as weighted resistor DAC.
The circuit diagram of a 3-bit binary weighted resistor DAC is shown in the following figure −

Recall that the bits of a binary number can have only one of the two values. i.e., either 0 or 1. Let
the 3-bit binary input is b2b1b0b2b1b0. Here, the bits b2b2 and b0b0 denote the Most Significant
Bit (MSB) and Least Significant Bit (LSB) respectively.
The digital switches shown in the above figure will be connected to ground, when the
corresponding input bits are equal to ‘0’. Similarly, the digital switches shown in the above
figure will be connected to the negative reference voltage, −V R−VR when the corresponding
input bits are equal to ‘1’.
In the above circuit, the non-inverting input terminal of an op-amp is connected to ground. That
means zero volts is applied at the non-inverting input terminal of op-amp.
According to the virtual short concept, the voltage at the inverting input terminal of opamp is
same as that of the voltage present at its non-inverting input terminal. So, the voltage at the
inverting input terminal’s node will be zero volts.
The nodal equation at the inverting input terminal’s node is:
0+VRb220R+0+VRb121R+0+VRb022R+0−V0Rf=00+VRb220R+0+VRb121R+0+VRb022R+0−V0Rf=
0

=>V0Rf=VRb220R+VRb121R+VRb022R=>V0Rf=VRb220R+VRb121R+VRb022R
=>V0=VRRfR{b220+b121+b022}=>V0=VRRfR{b220+b121+b022}
Substituting, R=2RfR=2Rf𝑓 in above equation.
=>V0=VRRf2Rf{b220+b121+b022}=>V0=VRRf2Rf{b220+b121+b022}
=>V0=VR2{b220+b121+b022}=>V0=VR2{b220+b121+b022}
The above equation represents the output voltage equation of a 3-bit binary weighted resistor
DAC. Since the number of bits are three in the binary (digital) input, we will get seven possible
values of output voltage by varying the binary input from 000 to 111 for a fixed reference
voltage, VRVR.
We can write the generalized output voltage equation of an N-bit binary weighted resistor DAC
as shown below based on the output voltage equation of a 3-bit binary weighted resistor DAC.
=>V0=VR2{bN−120+bN−221+....+b02N−1}=>V0=VR2{bN−120+bN−221+....+b02N−1}
The disadvantages of a binary weighted resistor DAC are as follows −


The difference between the resistance values corresponding to LSB & MSB will increase
as the number of bits present in the digital input increases.



It is difficult to design more accurate resistors as the number of bits present in the digital
input increases.

R-2R Ladder DAC
The R-2R Ladder DAC overcomes the disadvantages of a binary weighted resistor DAC. As the
name suggests, R-2R Ladder DAC produces an analog output, which is almost equal to the
digital (binary) input by using a R-2R ladder network in the inverting adder circuit.
Thecircuitdiagramof a 3-bit R-2R Ladder DAC is shown in the following figure −

Recall that the bits of a binary number can have only one of the two values. i.e., either 0 or 1. Let
the 3-bit binary input is b2b1b0b2b1b0. Here, the bits b2b2 and b0b0 denote the Most Significant
Bit (MSB) and Least Significant Bit (LSB) respectively.
The digital switches shown in the above figure will be connected to ground, when the
corresponding input bits are equal to ‘0’. Similarly, the digital switches shown in above figure
will be connected to the negative reference voltage, −VR−VR when the corresponding input bits
are equal to ‘1’.
It is difficult to get the generalized output voltage equation of a R-2R Ladder DAC. But, we can
find the analog output voltage values of R-2R Ladder DAC for individual binary input
combinations easily.
The advantages of a R-2R Ladder DAC are as follows −



R-2R Ladder DAC contains only two values of resistor: R and 2R. So, it is easy to select
and design more accurate resistors.



If more number of bits are present in the digital input, then we have to include required
number of R-2R sections additionally.

Due to the above advantages, R-2R Ladder DAC is preferable over binary weighted resistor
DAC.

ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS
Dual Slope ADC
As the name suggests, a dual slope ADC produces an equivalent digital output for a
corresponding analog input by using two (dual) slope technique.
The block diagram of a dual slope ADC is shown in the following figure −

The dual slope ADC mainly consists of 5 blocks: Integrator, Comparator, Clock signal generator,
Control logic and Counter.
The working of a dual slope ADC is as follows −


The control logic resets the counter and enables the clock signal generator in order to send
the clock pulses to the counter, when it is received the start commanding signal.



Control logic pushes the switch sw to connect to the external analog input voltage ViVi,
when it is received the start commanding signal. This input voltage is applied to an
integrator.



The output of the integrator is connected to one of the two inputs of the comparator and
the other input of comparator is connected to ground.



Comparator compares the output of the integrator with zero volts (ground) and produces
an output, which is applied to the control logic.



The counter gets incremented by one for every clock pulse and its value will be in binary
(digital) format. It produces an overflow signal to the control logic, when it is
incremented after reaching the maximum count value. At this instant, all the bits of
counter will be having zeros only.



Now, the control logic pushes the switch sw to connect to the negative
reference voltage −Vref−Vref. This negative reference voltage is applied to an integrator.
It removes the charge stored in the capacitor until it becomes zero.



At this instant, both the inputs of a comparator are having zero volts. So, comparator
sends a signal to the control logic. Now, the control logic disables the clock signal
generator and retains (holds) the counter value. The counter value is proportional to the
external analog input voltage.



At this instant, the output of the counter will be displayed as the digital output. It is almost
equivalent to the corresponding external analog input value ViVi.

The dual slope ADC is used in the applications, where accuracy is more important while
converting analog input into its equivalent digital (binary) data.

Successive Approximation ADC
A successive approximation type ADC produces a digital output, which is approximately equal
to the analog input by using successive approximation technique internally.
The block diagram of a successive approximation ADC is shown in the following figure

The successive approximation ADC mainly consists of 5 blocks− Clock signal generator,
Successive Approximation Register (SAR), DAC, comparator and Control logic.
The working of a successive approximation ADC is as follows −


The control logic resets all the bits of SAR and enables the clock signal generator in order
to send the clock pulses to SAR, when it received the start commanding signal.



The binary (digital) data present in SAR will be updated for every clock pulse based on
the output of comparator. The output of SAR is applied as an input of DAC.

DAC converts the received digital input, which is the output of SAR, into an analog
output. The comparator compares this analog value VaVa with the external analog input
value ViVi.
 The output of a comparator will be ‘1’ as long as ViVi is greater than VaVa. Similarly, the
output of comparator will be ‘0’, when ViVi is less than or equal to VaVa.




The operations mentioned in above steps will be continued until the digital output is a
valid one.

The digital output will be a valid one, when it is almost equivalent to the corresponding external
analog input value ViVi.
Flash type ADC
A flash type ADC produces an equivalent digital output for a corresponding analog input in no
time. Hence, flash type ADC is the fastest ADC.
The circuit diagram of a 3-bit flash type ADC is shown in the following figure −

The 3-bit flash type ADC consists of a voltage divider network, 7 comparators and a priority
encoder.
The working of a 3-bit flash type ADC is as follows.
The voltage divider networkcontains 8 equal resistors. A reference voltage VRVR is
applied across that entire network with respect to the ground. The voltage drop across
each resistor from bottom to top with respect to ground will be the integer multiples (from
1 to 8) of VR8VR8.
 The external input voltage ViVi is applied to the non-inverting terminal of all
comparators. The voltage drop across each resistor from bottom to top with respect to
ground is applied to the inverting terminal of comparators from bottom to top.




At a time, all the comparators compare the external input voltage with the voltage drops
present at the respective other input terminal. That means, the comparison operations take
place by each comparator parallelly.



The output of the comparator will be ‘1’ as long as ViVi is greater than the voltage drop
present at the respective other input terminal. Similarly, the output of comparator will be
‘0’, when, ViVi is less than or equal to the voltage drop present at the respective other
input terminal.



All the outputs of comparators are connected as the inputs of priority encoder.This priority
encoder produces a binary code (digital output), which is corresponding to the high
priority input that has ‘1’.



Therefore, the output of priority encoder is nothing but the binary equivalent (digital
output) of external analog input voltage, ViVi.

The flash type ADC is used in the applications where the conversion speed of analog input into
digital data should be very high.
POST MCQ
1. Depending on the value of input and reference voltage a comparator can be named as
a) Voltage follower
b) Digital to analog converter
c) Schmitt trigger
d) Voltage level detector
2. Why clamp diodes are used in comparator?
a) To reduce output offset voltage
b) To increase gain of op-amp
c) To reduce input offset current
d) To protect op-amp from damage
3. A multivibrator is an electronic circuit used to implement ____________
a) Oscillator
b) Timer
c) Flip-flop
d) All of the Mentioned
4. Multivibrators are characterized by ____________
a) Registers
b) Capacitors
c) Transistors
d) All of the Mentioned
5. How many types of multivibrators are?
a) 2
b) 4
c) 5
d) 3

6.Astablemultivibrator is ________ in any state.
a) Stable
b) Unstable
c) Saturated
d) Both Stable & Saturated
7. Monostablemultivibrator is/has ________ state.
a) Stable
b) Unstable
c) One stable and another unstable
d) Independent
8.How are the square wave output generated in op-amp?
a) Op-amp is forced to operate in the positive saturation region
b) Op-amp is forced to operate in the negative saturation region
c) Op-amp is forced to operate between positive and negative saturation region
d) None of the mentioned
9. Determine the expression for time period of a square wave generator
a) T= 2RC ln×[( R1+ R2) / ( R2)].
b) T= 2RC ln×[( 2R1+ R2) / ( R2)].
c) T= 2RC ln×[( R1+ 2R2) / ( R2)].
d) T= 2RC ln×[( R1+ R2) / (2 R2)].
10. What is the alternate method to measure the values of non-sinusoidal waveform other than ac
voltmeter?
a) Clipper
b) Clamper
c) Peak detector
d) Comparator
11. In the sample and hold circuit, the period during which the voltage across capacitor is equal
to input voltage
a) Sample period
b) Hold period
c) Delay period
d) Charging period
12. Why the switches used in weighted resistor DAC are of single pole double throw (SPDT)
type?
a) To connect the resistance to reference voltage
b) To connect the resistance to ground
c) To connect the resistance to either reference voltage or ground
d) To connect the resistance to output

13. Which A/D converter is considered to be simplest, fastest and most expensive?
a) Servo converter
b) Counter type ADC
c) Flash type ADC
d) All of the mentioned
CONCLUSION
The concept of applications of an op amp like instrumentation amplifier, comparators, multi
vibrators, A/D & D/A convertors was studied.
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UNIT IV
SPECIAL ICs
AIM & OBJECTIVES
To learn the concepts of Special ICs like 555 Timer circuit, 566 Voltage Controlled Oscillator &
565 Phase locked loop Circuit.
PRE MCQ
1. Free running multivibrator is also called as
a) Stable multivibrator
b) Voltage control oscillator
c) Square wave oscillator
d) Pulse stretcher
2. The output voltage of phase detector is
a) Phase voltage
b) Free running voltage
c) Error voltage

d) None of the mentioned
3. At which state the phase-locked loop tracks any change in input frequency?
a) Free running state
b) Capture state
c) Phase locked state
d) All of the mentioned
4. Match the list I with list II which represents the three stages of phase locked loop.(PLL)
List I
List II
1.Before input frequency applied
i. PLL-Phase locked state
2.When the input frequency applied ii.PLL=Free running state
3.After input frequency applied
iii. PLL-Capture mode
a) 1-ii, 2-iii, 3-i
b) 1-iii, 2-ii, 3-i
c) 1-i, 2-ii, 3-iii
d) 1-ii, 2-i, 3-iii
5. What is the function of low pass filter in phase-locked loop?
a) Improves low frequency noise
b) Removes high frequency noise
c) Tracks the voltage changes
d) Changes the input frequency
6. What is the need to generate corrective control voltage?
a) To maintain the lock
b) To track the frequency change
c) To shift the VCO frequency
d) All of the mentioned
7. At what range the PLL can maintain the lock in the circuit?
a) Lock in range
b) Input range
c) Feedback loop range
d) None of the mentioned
8. The pull-in time depends on
a) Initial phase and frequency difference between two sign
b) Overall loop gain
c) Loop filter characteristics
d) All of the mentioned
555 TIMER IC
The 555 is a monolithic timing circuit that can produce accurate & highly stable time delays or
oscillation. The timer basically operates in one of two modes: either

(i)
(ii)

Monostable (one - shot) multivibrator or
Astable (free running) multivibrator

The important features of the 555 timer are these:
(i)
(ii)

It operates on +5v to +18 v supply voltages
It has an adjustable duty cycle

(iii) Timing is from microseconds to hours
(iv) It has a current o/p

Pin description:

Pin 1: Ground:
All voltages are measured with respect to this terminal.

Pin 2: Trigger:
The o/p of the timer depends on the amplitude of the external trigger pulse applied to this pin.
Pin 3: Output:
There are 2 ways a load can be connected to the o/p terminal either between pin3 & ground or
between pin 3 & supply voltage
(Between Pin 3 & Ground ON load) (BetweenPin 3 & + Vcc OFF load)
(i)

When the input is low:

The load current flows through the load connected between Pin 3 & +Vcc in to the output terminal
& is called the sink current.
(ii)

When the output is high:

The current through the load connected between Pin 3 & +Vcc (i.e. ON load) is zero. However the
output terminal supplies current to the normally OFF load. This current is called the source
current.
Pin 4: Reset:
The 555 timer can be reset (disabled) by applying a negative pulse to this pin. When the reset
function is not in use, the reset terminal should be connected to +Vcc to avoid any false triggering.
Pin 5: Control voltage:
An external voltage applied to this terminal changes the threshold as well as trigger voltage. In
other words by connecting a potentiometer between this pin & GND, the pulse width of the output
waveform can be varied. When not used, the control pin should be bypassed to ground with 0.01
capacitor to prevent any noise problems.
Pin 6: Threshold:
This is the non inverting input terminal of upper comparator which monitors the voltage across the
external capacitor.
Pin 7: Discharge:
This pin is connected internally to the collector of transistor Q1.
When the output is high Q1 is OFF.
When the output is low Q is (saturated) ON.

Pin 8: +Vcc:
The supply voltage of +5V to +18V is applied to this pin with respect to ground.

From the above figure, three 5k internal resistors act as voltage divider providing bias voltage of
2/3 Vcc to the upper comparator & 1/3 Vcc to the lower comparator. It is possible to vary time
electronically by applying a modulation voltage to the control voltage input terminal (5).
(i) In the Stable state:
The output of the control FF is high. This means that the output is low because of power amplifier
which is basically an inverter. Q = 1; Output = 0
(ii) At the Negative going trigger pulse:
The trigger passes through (Vcc/3) the output of the lower comparator goes high & sets the FF. Q
= 1; Q = 0

(iii) At the Positive going trigger pulse:
It passes through 2/3Vcc, the output of the upper comparator goes high and resets the FF. Q = 0;
Q=1
The reset input (pin 4) provides a mechanism to reset the FF in a manner which overrides the
effect of any instruction coming to FF from lower comparator.

Monostable Operation:

Initially when the output is low, i.e. the circuit is in a stable state, transistor Q1 is ON & capacitor
C is shorted to ground. The output remains low. During negative going trigger pulse, transistor Q1
is OFF, which releases the short circuit across the external capacitor C & drives the output high.
Now the capacitor C starts charging toward Vcc through RA. When the voltage across the
capacitor equals 2/3 Vcc, upper comparator switches from low to high. i.e. Q = 0, the transistor
Q1 = OFF ; the output is high.
Since C is unclamped, voltage across it rises exponentially through R towards Vcc with a time
constant RC (fig b) as shown in below. After the time period, the upper comparator resets the FF,
i.e. Q = 1, Q1 = ON; the output is low.[i.e discharging the capacitor C to ground potential (fig c)].
The voltage across the capacitor as in fig (b) is given by
Vc = Vcc (1-e-t/RC)……. (1)
Therefore At t = T, Vc = 2/3 Vcc
2/3 Vcc = Vcc(1-e-T/RC)
or
T = RC ln (1/3)
Or
T = 1.1RC seconds ……………. (2)

If the reset is applied Q2 = OFF, Q1 = ON, timing capacitor C immediately discharged. The
output now will be as in figure (d & e). If the reset is released output will still remain low until a
negative going trigger pulse is again applied at pin 2.
Applications of Monostable Mode of Operation:
(a) Frequency Divider:
The 555 timer as a monostable mode. It can be used as a frequency divider by adjusting the length
of the timing cycle tp with respect to the time period T of the trigger input. To use the
monostablemultivibrator as a divide by 2 circuit, the timing interval tp must be a larger than the
time period of the trigger input. [Divide by 2, tp> T of the trigger]
By the same concept, to use the monostablemultivibrator as a divide by 3 circuit, tp must be
slightly larger than twice the period of the input trigger signal & so on, [ divide by 3 tp> 2T
oftrigger]

(b) Pulse width modulation:

Pulse width of a carrier wave changes in accordance with the value of a incoming (modulating
signal) is known as PWM. It is basically monostablemultivibrator.
A
modulating signal is fed in to the control voltage (pin 5). Internally, the control voltage is
adjusted to 2/3 Vcc externally applied modulating signal changes the control voltage level of
upper comparator. As a result, the required to change the capacitor up to threshold voltage level
changes, giving PWM output.
(c) Pulse Stretcher:
This application makes use of the fact that the output pulse width (timing interval) of the
monostablemultivibrator is of longer duration than the negative pulse width of the input trigger.
As such, the output pulse width of the monostablemultivibrator can be viewed as a stretched
version of the narrow input pulse, hence the name “Pulse stretcher”.
Often, narrow –pulse width signals are not suitable for driving an LED display, mainly because of
their very narrow pulse widths. In other words, the LED may be flashing but not be visible to the
eye because its on time is infinitesimally small compared to its off time. The 55 pulse stretcher
can be used to remedy this problem. The LED will be ON during the timing interval tp = 1.1RAC
which can be varied by changing the value of RA & C.

The 555 Timer As An AstableMultivibrator:
An Astablemultivibrator, often called a free running multivibrator, is a rectangular wave
generating circuit. Unlike the monostablemultivibrator, this circuit does not require an external
trigger to change the state of the output, hence the name free running. However, the time during
which the output is either high or low is determined by 2 resistors and capacitors, which are
externally connected to the 55 timer.

The above figures show the 555 timer connected as an astablemultivibrator and its model graph

Initially, when the output is high :
Capacitor C starts charging toward Vcc through RA & RB. However, as soon as voltage across
the capacitor equals 2/3 Vcc. Upper comparator triggers the FF & output switches low.

When the output becomes Low:
Capacitor C starts discharging through RB and transistor Q1, when the voltage across C equals
1/3 Vcc, lower comparator output triggers the FF & the output goes high. Then cycle repeats. The
capacitor is periodically charged & discharged between 2/3 Vcc& 1/3 Vcc respectively. The time
during which the capacitor charges from 1/3 Vcc to 2/3 Vcc equal to the time the output is high &
is given by
tc = (RA+RB)C ln 2……………(1) Where [ln 2 = 0.69]
= 0.69 (RA+RB) C

Where RA & RB are in ohms. And C is in farads.
Similarly, the time during which the capacitors discharges from 2/3 Vcc to 1/3 Vcc is equal to the
time, the output is low and is given by,
tc = RB C ln 2
td = 0.69 RB C …………………..(2)
where RB is in ohms and C is in farads.
Thus the total period of the output waveform is
T = tc + td

= 0.69 (RA+2RB) C …………….(3)

This, in turn, gives the frequency of oscillation as,f 0 = 1/T = 1.45/(RA+2RB)C ………(4)
Equation 4 indicates that the frequency f 0 is independent of the supply voltage Vcc. Often the
term duty cycle is used in conjunction with the astablemultivibrator. The duty cycle is the ratio of
the time tc during which the output is high to the total time period T. It is generally expressed as a
percentage.
%

duty cycle = (tc / T )* 100

%

DC = [(RA+RB)/ /(RA+2RB)] * 100

AstableMultivibrator Applications:(a) Square wave oscillator:

Without reducing RA = 0 ohm, the astablemultivibrator can be used to produce square wave
output. Simply by connecting diode D across Resistor RB. The capacitor C charges through RA &

diode D to approximately 2/3Vcc & discharges through RB & Q1 until the capacitor voltage
equals approximately 1/3Vcc, then the cycle repeats.
To obtain a square wave output, RA must be a combination of a fixed resistor & potentiometer so
that the potentiometer can be adjusted for the exact square wave.

(b) Free – running Ramp generator:

·

The astablemultivibrator can be used as a free – running ramp generator when resistor

·

RA & RB is replaced by a current mirror.

·

The current mirror starts charging capacitor C toward Vcc at a constant rate.

·
When voltage across C equals to 2/3 Vcc, upper comparator turns transistor Q1 ON and C
rapidly discharges through transistor Q1.
·
When voltage across C equals to 1/3 Vcc, lower comparator switches transistor OFF &
then capacitor C starts charging up again.
·

Thus the charge – discharge cycle keeps repeating.

·
time.

The discharging time of the capacitor is relatively negligible compared to its charging

·
The time period of the ramp waveform is equal to the charging time & is approximately is
given by,
T = VccC/3IC
IC = (Vcc - VBE)/R = constant current
Therefore the free – running frequency of ramp generator is
f0 = 3IC/ Vcc C
Voltage controlled oscillator using LM566 IC
LM566 is a monolithic voltage controlled oscillator from National Semiconductors. It can be
used to generates square and triangle waveforms simultaneously. The frequency of the output
waveform can be adjusted using an external control voltage. The output frequency can be also
programmed using a set of external resistor and capacitor.
Typical applications of LM566 IC are signal generators, FM modulators, FSK modulators, tone
generators etc. The LM566 IC can be operated from a single supply or dual supply. While using a
single supply, the supply voltage range is from 10V to 24V. The IC has a very linear modulation
characteristic and has excellent thermal stability. The circuit diagram of a voltage controlled
oscillator using LM566 is shown in the figure below.
Circuit Diagram

Components


Resistor – 4.7k ohm – 1 nos



Resistor – 2.2k ohm – 1 nos



Resistor – 10k ohm – 1 nos



IC – LM566 – 1 nos



Capacitor – 47nF – 1 nos



Capacitor – 1nF – 1 nos

Working
Resistor R1 and capacitor C1 form the timing components. Capacitor C2 is used to prevent the
parasitic oscillations during VCO switching. Resistor R3 is used to provide the control voltage
Vc. Triangle and square wave outputs are obtained from pins 4 and 3 respectively. The output
frequency of the VCO can be obtained using the following equation:
Fout = 2.4(V+-V5) /(R1C1V+) . Where Fout is the output frequency, R1 and C1 are the timing
components and V+ is the supply voltage.
A common type of VCO available in IC form is Signetics NE/SE566. The pin configuration and basic
block diagram of 566 VCO are shown in figures below.

Referring to the circuit in the above figure, the capacitor c1 is linearly charged or discharged by a
constant current source/sink. The amount of current can be controlled by changing the voltage vc
applied at the modulating input (pin 5) or by changing the timing resistor R1 external to the IC
chip. The voltage at pin 6 is held at the same voltage as pin 5. Thus, if the modulating voltage at
pin 5 is increased, the voltage at pin 6 also increases, resulting in less voltage across R1 and
thereby decreasing the charging current.

The voltage across the capacitor C1 is applied to the inverting input terminal of Schmitt trigger
via buffer amplifier. The output voltage swing of the Schmitt trigger is designed to Vcc and 0.5
Vcc. If Ra = Rb in the positive feedback loop, the voltage at the non-inverting input terminal of
Schmitt trigger swings from 0.5 Vcc to 0.25 Vcc. When the voltage on the capacitor c1 exceeds
0.5 Vcc during charging, the output of the Schmitt trigger goes LOW (0.5 Vcc). The capacitor
now discharges and when it is at 0.25 Vcc, the output of Schmitt trigger goes HIGH (Vcc). Since
the source and sink currents are equal, capacitor charges and discharges for the same amount of
time. This gives a triangular voltage waveform across c1 which is also available at pin 4. The
square wave output of the Schmitt trigger is inverted by buffer amplifier at pin 3. The output
waveforms are shown near the pins 4 and 3. The output frequency of the VCO can be given as
follows:

The output frequency of the VCO can be changed either by (i) R1, (ii) c1 or (iii) the voltage vc at
the modulating input terminal pin 5. The voltage vc can be varied by connecting a R1R2 circuit as
shown in the figure below.

The components R1and c1 are first selected so that VCO output frequency lies in the centre of the
operating frequency range. Now the modulating input voltage is usually varied from 0.75 Vcc to
Vcc which can produce a frequency variation of about 10 to 1.
565 - PHASE LOCKED LOOP (PLL)
Phase Locked Loop (PLL) is one of the vital blocks in linear systems. It is useful in
communication systems such as radars, satellites, FMs, etc.
This chapter discusses about the block diagram of PLL and IC 565 in detail.
Block Diagram of PLL
A Phase Locked Loop (PLL) mainly consists of the following three blocks −




Phase Detector
Active Low Pass Filter
Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO)

The block diagram of PLL is shown in the following figure −

The output of a phase detector is applied as an input of active low pass filter. Similarly, the
output of active low pass filter is applied as an input of VCO.
The working of a PLL is as follows −
Phase detector produces a DC voltage, which is proportional to the phase difference
between the input signal having frequency of finfin and feedback (output) signal having
frequency of foutfout.
 A Phase detector is a multiplier and it produces two frequency components at its output −
sum of the frequencies finfin and foutfout and difference of frequencies finfin & foutfout.




An active low pass filter produces a DC voltage at its output, after eliminating high
frequency component present in the output of the phase detector. It also amplifies the
signal.



A VCO produces a signal having a certain frequency, when there is no input applied to it.
This frequency can be shifted to either side by applying a DC voltage to it. Therefore, the
frequency deviation is directly proportional to the DC voltage present at the output of a
low pass filter.

The above operations take place until the VCO frequency equals to the input signal frequency.
Based on the type of application, we can use either the output of active low pass filter or output
of a VCO. PLLs are used in many applications such as FM demodulator, clock generator etc.
PLL operates in one of the following three modes −




Free running mode
Capture mode
Lock mode

Initially, PLL operates in free running mode when no input is applied to it. When an input signal
having some frequency is applied to PLL, then the output signal frequency of VCO will start
change. At this stage, the PLL is said to be operating in the capture mode. The output signal
frequency of VCO will change continuously until it is equal to the input signal frequency. Now,
it is said to be PLL is operating in the lock mode.
IC 565
IC 565 is the most commonly used phase locked loop IC. It is a 14 pin Dual-Inline Package
(DIP). The pin diagram of IC 565 is shown in the following figure −

The purpose of each pin is self-explanatory from the above diagram. Out of 14 pins, only 10 pins
(pin number 1 to 10) are utilized for the operation of PLL. So, the remaining 4 pins (pin number
11 to 14) are labelled with NC (No Connection).

The VCO produces an output at pin number 4 of IC 565, when the pin numbers 2 and 3 are
grounded. Mathematically, we can write the output frequency, of the VCO as.
fout=0.25RVCVfout=0.25RVCV
where,
RV is the external resistor that is connected to the pin number 8
CV is the external capacitor that is connected to the pin number 9
 By choosing proper values of RV and CV, we can fix (determine) the output
frequency, fout of VCO.


Pin numbers 4 and 5are to be shorted with an external wire so that the output of VCO can
be applied as one of the inputs of phase detector.



IC 565 has an internal resistance of 3.6KΩ. A capacitor, C has to be connected between
pin numbers 7 and 10 in order to make a low pass filter with that internal resistance
POST MCQ

1. In AM detector using PLL, the phase detector is basically a multiplier which produces
________components of frequencies at its output.
a. Sum
b. Difference
c. Both a and b
d. None of the above
2) For a PLL IC 565 with timing resistor & timing capacitor of about 15 kΩ& 0.02μF respectively, what
would be the value of output frequency (f0)?
a. 433.33 Hz
b. 833.33 Hz
c. 1000 Hz
d. 2500 Hz

3) In VCO IC 566, the value of charging & discharging is dependent on the voltage applied at ______.
a. Triangular wave output
b. Square wave output
c. Modulating input
d. All of the above
4) According to transfer characteristics of PLL, the phase error between VCO output & incoming signal
must be maintained between _______ in order to maintain a lock.
a. 0 & π

b. 0 & π/2
c. 0 & 2π
d. π & 2π
5) Which characteristic of PLL is defined as the range of frequencies over which PLL can acquire lock
with the input signal?
a. Free-running state
b. Pull-in time
c. Lock-in range
d. Capture range
6) In PLL, the capture range is always _________the lock range.
a. Greater than
b. Equal to
c. Less than
d. None of the above
7) Once the phase is locked, the PLL tracks the variation in the input frequency. This indicates that
_____
a. Output frequency changes by same amount as that of input frequency
b. Output frequency does not change as that of input frequency
c. There is no relation between input & output frequencies
d. None of the above
8) In the locked state of PLL, the phase error between the input & output is _________.
a. Maximum
b. Moderate
c. Minimum
d. All of the above
9) In communication circuits, PLL is currently applicable for __________
a. Demodulation applications
b. Tracking a carrier or synchronizing signal
c. Both a and b
d. None of the above

10) Basically, PLL is used to lock _______
a. Its output frequency
b. Phase to the frequency
c. Phase of the input signal
d. All of the above

CONCLUSION
The concept of 555 Timer circuit, 566 Voltage Controlled Oscillator & 565 Phase locked loop
circuit was discussed.
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UNIT V
APPLICATION ICs
AIM & OBJECTIVES
To learn about Application ICs like LM317, 723, Voltage Regulators, Switching Regulators,
Power Amplifiers, Functional generator, Isolation amplifiers and Opto Couplers.
PRE MCQ
1) Which among the following are regarded as three-pin voltage regulator ICs?
a. Fixed voltage regulators
b. Adjustable voltage regulators
c. Both a and b
d. None of the above
2) Due to operation of series pass transistor in an active region of linear voltage
regulator, ___________

a. The ripple contents in o/p voltage waveform is very low
b. Then there is no necessity of using high speed transitor
c. Both a and b
d. None of the above
3) Which type of IC voltage regulator exhibits continuous variation in the
impedance of transistor in order to supply the desired load current?
a. Linear regulators
b. Switching regulators
c. Both a and b
d. None of the above
4) In LM317 voltage regulator, what is the minimum value of voltage required
between its input & output in order to supply power to an internal circuit?
a. 1V
b. 3V
c. 5V
d. 10V
5) In LM317 voltage regulator, the protective diodes do not allow the filter
capacitors to discharge through ______current points.
a. High
b. Low
c. Both a and b
d. None of the above

LM317 VOLTAGE REGULATOR

Fig :LM317 Voltage Regulator
It is a type of positive-linear-voltage regulators used for voltage regulation, which is invented by
Robert C. Dobkin and Robert J. Widlar while they worked at the National Semiconductor in 1970.
It is a three-terminal-adjustable-voltage regulator and is easy to use because to set the output
voltage it requires only two external resistors in the LM317 voltage regulator circuit. It is majorly
used for local and on-card regulation. If we connect a fixed resistor between the output and
adjustment of the LM317 regulator, then the LM317 circuit can be used as a precision current
regulator.
LM317 Voltage Regulator Circuit
The three terminals are input pin, output pin, and adjustment pin. The LM317 circuit is shown in
the below figure is a typical configuration of the LM317 voltage regulator circuit diagram
including the decoupling capacitors. This LM317 circuit is capable to provide variable DC power
supply with an output of 1A and can be adjusted up to 30V. The circuit consists of a low-side
resistor and high-side resistor connected in series forming a resistive voltage divider which is a
passive linear circuit used to produce an output voltage which is a fraction of its input voltage.
Decoupling capacitors are used for decoupling or to prevent undesired coupling of one part of an
electrical circuit from another part. To avoid the effect of noise caused by some circuit elements
over the remaining elements of the circuit, the decoupling capacitors in the circuit are used for
addressing the input noise and output transients. A heat sink is used with the circuit to avoid the
components getting overheated due to more power dissipation.

LM317 Voltage Regulator Circuit
Features
There are some special features of the LM317 regulator and a few are as follows:
It is capable of providing an excess current of 1.5A, hence it is conceptually considered as an
operational amplifier with an output voltage ranging from 1.2V to 37V.
 The LM317 voltage regulator circuit internally consists of thermal overload protection and
short circuit current limiting constant with temperature.
 It is available in two packages as 3-Lead Transistor Package and surface mount D2PAK-3.
 Stocking many fixed voltages can be eliminated.
Working of Voltage Regulator LM317 Circuit


The LM317 regulator can provide excess output current and hence with this capacity, it is
conceptually considered as an operational amplifier. The adjustment pin is the inverting input of
the amplifier and to produce a stable reference voltage of 1.25V, an internal bandgap reference
voltage is used to set the non-inverting input.
The output pin voltage can be continuously adjusted to a fixed amount using a resistive voltage
divider between the output and ground, which will configure the operational amplifier as a noninverting amplifier.
A bandgap reference voltage is used to produce constant output voltage irrespective of the
changes in supply power. It is also called a temperature-independent reference voltage frequently
used in integrated circuits.
The output voltage (ideally) of the LM317 voltage regulator circuit
Vout = Vref * (1+ (RL/RH))
An error term is added because some quiescent current flows from the adjustment pin of the
device.

Vout = Vref * (1+(RL/RH)) + IQR
For achieving more stable output, the LM317 voltage regulator circuit diagram is designed such
that to make the quiescent current less than or equal to 100 micro Ampere. Thus, in all practical
cases, the error can be ignored.
If we replace the low-side resistor of the divider from the LM317 voltage regulator circuit
diagram with the load, then the resulting configuration of the LM317 regulator will regulate the
current to a load. Hence, this LM317 circuit can be treated as LM317 Current Regulator Circuit.

LM317 Current Regulator
The output current is the voltage drop of reference voltage across the resistance RH and is given
as
Output current in the ideal case is
Iout = Vref/RH
Considering the quiescent current, the output current is given as
Iout = (Vref/RH) + IQ
These linear voltage regulators LM317 and LM337 are frequently used in DC-DC
converter applications. Linear regulators naturally draw much current as they supply. The power
produced due to the multiplication of this current with the voltage difference between the input
and output will be dissipated and wasted as heat.
Due to this, heat is required to be considered for significant design and leads to inefficiency. If the
voltage difference increases, then the power wasted will increase, and sometimes this dissipated
waste power will be more than the supplied power.
Even though this is insignificant, but as the linear voltage regulators with a few additional
components is a simple way to obtain stable voltage, so, we must accept this trade-off. The
switching voltage regulators are alternative for these linear regulators as these switching
regulators are generally more efficient, but they require more number of components to design
and thus need more space.

723 VOLTAGE REGULATOR IC.
Let us take a look at one of the most popular IC voltage regulators, the 723 Voltage Regulator IC.
The functional diagram of the voltage regulator is shown below. It consists of a voltage reference
source (Pin 6), an error amplifier with its inverting input on pin 4 and non-inverting input on pin
5, a series pass transistor (pins 10 and 11), and a current limiting transistor on pins 2 and 3. The
device can be set to work as both posistive and negaive voltage regulators with an output voltage
ranging from 2 V to 37 V, and output current levels upto 150 m A. The maximum supply voltage
is 40 V, and the line and load regulations are each specified as 0.01%.

IC 723 Voltage Regulator Circuit
We have already explained in detail about the basics of voltage regulators and IC voltage
regulators. Let us take a look at one of the most popular IC
voltage regulators, the 723 Voltage Regulator IC. The functional diagram of the voltage regulator
is shown below. It consists of a voltage reference source (Pin 6), an error amplifier with its
inverting input on pin 4 and non-inverting input on pin 5, a series pass transistor (pins 10 and 11),
and a current limiting transistor on pins 2 and 3. The device can be set to work as both posistive
and negaive voltage regulators with an output voltage ranging from 2 V to 37 V, and output

current levels upto 150 m A. The maximum supply voltage is 40 V, and the line and load
regulations are each specified as 0.01%.
The figure shown below is a positive voltage regulator with an IC 723. The output voltage can be
set to any desired positive voltage between (7-37) volts. 7 volts is the reference starting voltage.
All these variations are brought with the change of values in resistors R1 and R2 with the help of a
potentiometer. A darlington connection is made by the transistor to Q1 to handle large load
current. The broken lines in the image indicate the internal connections for current limiting. Even
foldback current limiting is possible in this IC. A regulator output voltage less than the 7 V
reference level can be obtained by using a voltage divider across the reference source. The
potentially divided reference voltage is then connected to terminal 5.

Positive Voltage Regulator Using IC 723
Another importat point to note about this IC is that the supply voltage at the lowest point on the
ripple waveform, should be at least 3 V greater than the output of the regulator and greater than
Vref. If it is not so a high-amplitude output ripple is possible to occur.

78XX & 79XX VOLTAGE REGULATORS

Fixed voltage regulator
A fixed voltage regulator produces a fixed DC output voltage, which is either positive or
negative. In other words, some fixed voltage regulators produce positive fixed DC voltage
values, while others produce negative fixed DC voltage values.
78xx voltage regulator ICs produce positive fixed DC voltage values, whereas, 79xx voltage
regulator ICs produce negative fixed DC voltage values.
The following points are to be noted while working with 78xx and 79xx voltage regulator ICs −


“xx” corresponds to a two-digit number and represents the amount (magnitude) of voltage
that voltage regulator IC produces.



Both 78xx and 79xx voltage regulator ICs have 3 pins each and the third pin is used for
collecting the output from them.



The purpose of the first and second pins of these two types of ICs is different −
o

The first and second pins of 78xx voltage regulator ICs are used for connecting the
input and ground respectively.

o

The first and second pins of 79xx voltage regulator ICs are used for connecting the
ground and input respectively.

Examples



7805 voltage regulator IC produces a DC voltage of +5 volts.
7905 voltage regulator IC produces a DC voltage of -5 volts.

The following figure shows how to produce a fixed positive voltage at the output by using a fixed
positive voltage regulator with necessary connections.

In the above figure that shows a fixed positive voltage regulator, the input capacitor C i is used to
prevent unwanted oscillations and the output capacitor, C 0 acts as a line filter to improve
transient response.
Note − an get a fixed negative voltage at the output by using a fixed negative voltage regulator
with suitable connections.

SWITCHING REGULATORS
Switching Voltage Regulators
Switching regulators differ in design,construction& operation compared to linear voltage
regulators. In switching regulators the output voltage is regulated by controlling the switching
time of feedback circuitry (which includes a reference voltage); that is by adjusting the duty
cycle.The regulators discussed above are all linear voltage regulators which need a series pass
transistor to regulate in the active region. Though they are chosen for different purposes, they do
have a disadvantage of high power dissipation of the series pass transistor. The main reason is
because the series pass transistor is used as a Class A power amplifier which is known for its low
efficiency and power loss in the form of heat. The series pass resistor will have to carry a heavy
load when the load current increases. This causes the series pass transistor to get bulky with a
bulkier heat sink. This in turn increases the overall cost as well. Such linear regulators will also
need a step-down transformer which again increases the size of the overall circuit. The large
ripples produced by the circuit should be eliminated and this requires large sized filter capacitors.
All these problems can be solved by using a switching voltage regulator. The whole operation is
completely different when compared to a linear voltage regulator. Here, the series pass transistor
is not used as an amplifier, but as a switch. That is, instead of the transistor working in the active
region, it is made to switch between the saturation region or cut-off region. Thus, the power
dissipation is lessened and thus can carry heavy load currents at low voltages with less bulky heat
sinks. Thus, this regulator finds its extensive use in personal computers.
The basic switching regulator is designed to work in three configurations. Their circuit diagrams
and explanation are given below.

Switching Voltage Regulator – Types

Step-down Switching Regulator
As shown in the figure above, the rectangular pulses are given to the base of the transistor. During
each cycle of the pulse the transistor changes between saturation and cut-off. This creates a

rectangular voltage at the input to LC filter. The ac components of the input voltage to the filter is
blocked and the dc component is allowed to pass through the filter. As the transistor keeps
switching, the average value will always be lesser than the input voltage. This is why we call it the
“step-down” switching regulator.
Step-up Switching Regulator
As shown in the figure above, the rectangular pulses are given to the base of the transistor. During
each cycle of the pulse the transistor changes between saturation and cut-off.When the transistor is
saturated the current flows through the inductor. When the transistor switches to cut-off a large
voltage will be induced across the inductor coil because of the sudden collapse of the magnetic
field around it. Thus the current keeps flowing in the same direction. The circuit is called a “stepup” switching regulator because the voltage induced by the inductor will be larger than the input
voltage.
Polarity Inverting Switching Regulatory
As shown in the figure above, when the transistor is saturated, the current flows through the
inductor. When the transistor switches to cut-off a large voltage will be induced across the
inductor coil because of the sudden collapse of the magnetic field around it. Thus the current
keeps flowing in the same direction.Since the transistor is cut-off, the only path is through the
capacitor. If the direction of charging current through the capacitor is checked, output voltage is
found to be negative.

Switching Regulator Circuit
A simple switching regulator is designed with the mix of circuits that we already know. The
working starts with the relaxation oscillator which generates a square wave. The frequency of the
square wave is decided by the values of R5 and C3. The square wave is given as input to the
integrator and produces an output triangular wave. This is given as input to the positive terminal

of the triangle to pulse converter. The output pulse will then drive the base of the pass transistor.
The duty cycle of these pulses will determine the output voltage.
The duty cycle D is the ratio of the ON time W to the time period T. By controlling the duty cycle
of the pulse generator, the duty cycle of the input voltage to the LC filter is controlled. The output
of the LC filter is a dc voltage with only a small ripple. This output
Vout = DVin
Since D can vary from 0 to 1, Vout can vary from 0 to Vin.
A simple voltage divider is used to sample the output of the LC filter. This voltage is then fedback
to the comparator circuit where a reference voltage Vref is compared with the output voltage and
passed on to the negative input of the triangle to pulse converter.
When the output voltage increases, the comparator circuit produces a higher output voltage and
thus the inverting input of the triangle to pulse converter will have high value. This will narrow
down the pulses at the base input of the pass transistor. Since the duty cycle is lower, the filtered
output voltage is less, which tends to cancel almost all the original increase in the output voltage.
It means that any attempted increase in output voltage generates a negative feedback voltage that
almost eliminates the original increase. Reverse happens should the output voltage fall.
There is enough open-loop gain in the system to ensure a well-regulated output voltage. Since the
error voltage to the comparator is near zero, the voltage across R2 is approximately equal to Vref.
So the current through resistor R2 is:
I = Vref / R2
This current flows through R1 , which means the output voltage is
Vout = Vref (R1 + R2)
Switching regulators are available in different configurations like the flyback configuration, feedforward, push-pull, and non-isolated single-ended or single-polarity types.
Some of the common IC’s used as switching regulators in the above said configurations are the
LM 1577/LM 2577 IC’s.
Switching Voltage Regulator Using LM 2575 and LM 2577
These IC’s are designed by National Semiconductor. Both these IC’s are known for their
minimum component fabrication, and simple to use facilities. These IC’s also have the advantage
of internal frequency compensation and fixed frequency oscillator.

Given below is the circuit diagram of switching voltage regulator using LM 2575. This IC is
known for its high efficiency and will clearly replace all 3-terminal linear voltage regulators. The
high efficiency of the IC can be obtained even without a heat sink.
LM 2577 switching voltage regulator circuit diagram is given below. Both the IC’s are available
fo different voltage levels like 12 volts and 15 volts and are adjustable.
Switching Voltage Regulator Using LM 1578A IC
The LM 1578A IC was also developed by National Semiconductors and is used as a switching
regulator for applications like dc-dc voltage converters, inverting configurations and buck-boost
converters. The functional block diagram of the IC as a switching regulator is shown below.
From the functional diagram we can see that the IC has a comparator circuit with an inverting and
on-inverting input along with a 1 volt internal reference to each input, which clearly simplifies the
circuit design and PCB layout. The IC is known for its flexibility in design by providing output
pins for the collector (Pin 6) and emitter (Pin 5). The output of the IC can switch to a maximum of
750 milliAmps. According to the type of use of the IC, an external current limit terminal may be
referenced to either the Ground terminal(Pin 4) or the the Vin terminal (Pin 8). The operating
voltage f he IC can be varied from (2-40) volts. The IC is also enabled with current limiting and
thermal shutdown capabilities. In addition, the LM 1578 A has an on board oscillator, which sets
the switching frequency with a single external capacitor from < 1 Hz to 100 kHz (typical). Duty
cycle up to 90 %.
POWER AUDIO AMPLIFIER IC LM380:
Features of LM380:
1.

Internally fixed gain of 50 (34dB)

2.

Output is automatically self centring to one half of the supply voltage.

3.

Output is short circuit proof with internal thermal limiting.

4.

Input stage allows the input to be ground referenced or ac coupled.

5.

Wide supply voltage range (5 to 22V).

6.

High peak current capability.

7.

High impedence.

8.

Low total harmonic distortion

9.

Bandwidth of 100KHz at Pout = 2W & RL = 8Ω

Introduction:
Small signal amplifier are essentially voltage amplifier that supply their loads with larger
amplifier signal voltage. On the other hand , large signal or power amplifier supply a large signal
current to current operated loads such as speakers & motors. In audio applications, however, the
amplifier called upon to deliver much higher current than that suppkied by general purpose opamps. This means that loads such as speakers & motors requiring substantial currents cannot be
driven directly by the output of general purpose opo-amps.
However there are two possible solutions,

To use discrete or monolithic power transistors called power boosters at the output of the
op-amp


To use specialized ICs designed as power amplifiers.

LM380 circuit description:
It is connected of 4 stages,
(i)
(ii)

PNP emitter follower
Different amplifier

(iii) Common emitter
(iv) Emitter follower
(i)

PNP Emitter follower:

The input stage is emitter follower composed of PNP transistors Q 1 & Q2 which drives the PNP
Q3-Q4 differential pair.
The choice of PNP input transistors Q1 & Q2 allows the input to be referenced to ground i.e., the
input can be direct coupled to either the inverting & non-inverting terminals of the amplifier.
(ii)

Differential Amplifier:

The current in the PNP differential pair Q3-Q4 is established by Q7, R3 & +V. The current mirror
formed by transistor Q7, Q8 & associated resistors then establishes the collector current of Q 9.
Transistor Q5 & Q6 constitute of collector loads for the PNP differential pair. The output of the
differential amplifier is taken at the junction of Q 4 & Q6 transistors & is applied as an input to the
common emitter voltage gain.
(iii) Common Emitter:
Common Emitter amplifier stage is formed by transistor Q9 with D1, D2 & Q8 as a current source
load. The capacitor C between the base & collector of Q9 provides internal compensation & helps
to establish the upper cutoff frequency of 100 KHz. Since Q 7 & Q8 form a current mirror, the
current through D1 & D2 is approximately the same as the current through R 3. D1 & D2 are
temperature compensating diodes for transistors Q10 & Q11 in that D1 & D2 have the same
characteristics as the base-emitter junctions of Q 11. Therefore the current through Q10 & (Q11-Q12)
is approximately equal to the current through diodes D1 & D2.
(iv)(Output stage) - Emitter follower:
Emitter follower formed by NPN transistor Q10 & Q11. The combination of PNP transistor Q11 &
NPN transistor Q12 has the power capability of an NPN transistors but the characteristics of a PNP
transistor. The negative dc feedback applied through R 5 balances the differential amplifier so that
the dc output voltage is stabilized at +V/2; To decouple the input stage from the supply voltage
+V, by pass capacitor in order of micro farad should be connected between the by pass terminal
(pin 1) & ground (pin 7). The overall internal gain of the amplifier is fixed at 50. However gain
can be increased by using positive feedback.

XR-2206 ... MONOLITHIC FUNCTION GENERATOR
The XR-2206 is a monolithic function generator integrated circuit capable of producing high
quality sine, square, triangle, ramp, and pulse waveforms of high-stability and accuracy. The
output waveforms can be both amplitude and frequency modulated by an external voltage.
Frequency of operation can be selected externally over a range of 0.01Hz to more than 1MHz.
The circuit is ideally suited for communications, instrumentation, and function generator
applications requiring sinusoidal tone, AM, FM, or FSK generation. It has a typical drift
specification of 20ppm/°C. The oscillator frequency can be linearly swept over a 2000:1
frequency range with an external control voltage, while maintaining low distortion.

PIN DESCRIPTION
Pin # Symbol & Description
1 AMSI Amplitude Modulating Signal Input.
2 STO Sine or Triangle Wave Output.
3 MO Multiplier Output.

4 VCC Positive Power Supply.
5 TC1 Timing Capacitor Input.
6 TC2 Timing Capacitor Input.
7 TR1 Timing Resistor 1 Output.
8 TR2 Timing Resistor 2 Output.
9 FSKI Frequency Shift Keying Input.
10 BIAS Internal Voltage Reference.
11 SYNCO Sync Output. This output is a open collector and needs a pull up resistor to VCC.
12 GND Ground pin.
13 WAVEA1 Wave Form Adjust Input 1.
14 WAVEA2 Wave Form Adjust Input 2.
15 SYMA1 WaveSymetry Adjust 1.
16 SYMA2 WaveSymetry Adjust 2.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The XR-2206 is comprised of four functional blocks; a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO), an
analog multiplier and sine-shaper; a unity gain buffer amplifier; and a set of current switches. The
VCO produces an output frequency proportional to an input current, which is set by a resistor
from the timing terminals to ground. With two timing pins, two discrete output frequencies can be
independently produced for FSK generation applications by using the FSK input control pin. This
input controls the current switches which select one of the timing resistor currents, and routes it to
the VCO.
Frequency-Shift Keying The XR-2206 can be operated with two separate timing resistors, R1 and
R2, connected to the timing Pin 7 and 8, respectively, as shown in Figure 13. Depending on the
polarity of the logic signal at Pin 9, either one or the other of these timing resistors is activated. If
Pin 9 is open-circuited or connected to a bias voltage 2V, only R1 is activated. Similarly, if the
voltage level at Pin 9 is 1V, only R2 is activated. Thus, the output frequency can be keyed
between two levels. f1 and f2, as: f1 = 1/R1C and f2 = 1/R2C For split-supply operation, the
keying voltage at Pin 9 is referenced to V- .

FSK Generation Figure 13 shows the circuit connection for sinusoidal FSK signal operation. Mark
and space frequencies can be independently adjusted by the choice of timing resistors, R1 and R2;
the output is phase-continuous during transitions. The keying signal is applied to Pin 9. The circuit
can be converted to split-supply operation by simply replacing ground with V- .

An isolation amplifier also called a unity gain amplifier is an op amp circuit which provides
isolation of one part of a circuit from another, so that power is not used, drawn, or wasted in a part
of the circuit.
The purpose of an isolation amplifier isn’t to amplify the signal. The same signal that is input into
the op amp gets passed out exactly the same. This means that output voltage is the same exact as
the input voltage, meaning if 10V AC is input into a circuit, 10V AC is output.
The purpose of an isolation amplifier is to isolate the circuit which appears before the amplifier
from the circuit that appears after it.

How does an isolation amplifier achieve Isolation?
An op amp is a device with a very high input impedance. This high input impedance is how it
causes isolation.
When a circuit has a very high input impedance, Very little current is drawn from the circuit. If
you know Ohms law, you know that current I = V/R. Thus, the greater the resistance, the less
current is drawn from a power source. Thus an op amp, being of very high impedance, does not
cause any significant amount of current to be drawn from the power. It draws very little current;
thus practically no current is drawn and transferred from the first part of the circuit to the second.
The high impedance load of the op amp ensures this. Thus, the op amp serves as an isolation
device from one part of a circuit to the next or of different circuits.
Let’s look at both illustrations below:
The below circuit is a circuit in which a power source feeds a low impedance load.

In this circuit above the load demands and draws a huge amount of current, because the load is
low impedance. According to ohm’s law if a load has a very low resistance, it draws huge
amounts of current. This causes huge amounts of power to be drawn by the power source and
because of this, causes high disturbances and use of the power source powering the load. This is
the opposite of isolation.
Now let’s look at the circuit below, connected to an isolation amplifier op amp:

This circuit above now draws very little current from the power source above. Because the op amp
has such high impedance, it draw very little current. The first part of the circuit, then is
undisturbed and thus isolated from the second part of the circuit. The op amp serves as an
isolation device so that practically no current gets drawn and transferred to the second part of the
circuit because its impedance is so high.
Isolation amplifiers serve as buffers. They do not amplify signals but serve to isolate parts of
circuits or different circuits from each other.

OPTO COUPLERS
We know about Transformers that they can not only provide a step-down (or step-up) voltage, but
they also provide “electrical isolation” between the higher voltage on the primary side and the
lower voltage on the secondary side.
In other words, transformers isolate the primary input voltage from the secondary output voltage
using electromagnetic coupling and this is achieved using the magnetic flux circulating within
their laminated iron core.

But we can also provide electrical isolation between an input source and an output load using just
light by using a very common and valuable electronic component called an Optocoupler.
The basic design of an optocoupler, also known as an Opto-isolator, consists of an LED that
produces infra-red light and a semiconductor photo-sensitive device that is used to detect the
emitted infra-red beam. Both the LED and photo-sensitive device are enclosed in a light-tight
body or package with metal legs for the electrical connections as shown.
An optocoupler or opto-isolator consists of a light emitter, the LED and a light sensitive receiver
which can be a single photo-diode, photo-transistor, photo-resistor, photo-SCR, or a photo-TRIAC
with the basic operation of an optocoupler being very simple to understand.
Phototransistor Optocoupler

Assume a photo-transistor device as shown. Current from the source signal passes through the
input LED which emits an infra-red light whose intensity is proportional to the electrical signal.

This emitted light falls upon the base of the photo-transistor, causing it to switch-ON and conduct
in a similar way to a normal bipolar transistor.
The base connection of the photo-transistor can be left open (unconnected) for maximum
sensitivity to the LEDs infra-red light energy or connected to ground via a suitable external high
value resistor to control the switching sensitivity making it more stable and resistant to false
triggering by external electrical noise or voltage transients.
When the current flowing through the LED is interrupted, the infra-red emitted light is cut-off,
causing the photo-transistor to cease conducting. The photo-transistor can be used to switch
current in the output circuit. The spectral response of the LED and the photo-sensitive device are
closely matched being separated by a transparent medium such as glass, plastic or air. Since there
is no direct electrical connection between the input and output of an optocoupler, electrical
isolation up to 10kV is achieved.
Optocouplers are available in four general types, each one having an infra-red LED source but
with different photo-sensitive devices. The four optocouplers are called the: Phototransistor, Photo-darlington, Photo-SCR and Photo-triac as shown below.
Optocoupler Types

The photo-transistor and photo-darlington devices are mainly for use in DC circuits while the
photo-SCR and photo-triac allow AC powered circuits to be controlled. There are many other
kinds of source-sensor combinations, such as LED-photodiode, LED-LASER, lamp-photoresistor
pairs, reflective and slotted optocouplers.
Simple home madeopto-couplers can be constructed by using individual components. An Led and
a photo-transistor are inserted into a rigid plastic tube or encased in heat-shrinkable tubing as
shown. The advantage of this home-made optocoupler is that tubing can be cut to any length you
want and even bent around corners. Obviously, tubing with a reflective inner would be more
efficient than dark black tubing.

Home-made Optocoupler

Optocoupler Applications
Optocouplers and opto-isolators can be used on their own, or to switch a range of other larger
electronic devices such as transistors and triacs providing the required electrical isolation between
a lower voltage control signal, for example one from an Arduino or micro-controller, and a much
higher voltage or mains current output signal.
Common applications for opto-couplers include microprocessor input/output switching, DC and
AC power control, PC communications, signal isolation and power supply regulation which suffer
from current ground loops, etc. The electrical signal being transmitted can be either analogue
(linear) or digital (pulses).
In this application, the optocoupler is used to detect the operation of the switch or another type of
digital input signal. This is useful if the switch or signal being detected is within an electrically
noisy environment. The output can be used to operate an external circuit, light or as an input to a
PC or microprocessor.
An Optotransistor DC Switch

Here in this example, the externally connected 270kΩ resistor is used to control the sensitivity of
the photo-transistors base region. The value of the resistor can be chosen to suit the selected
photo-coupler device and the amount of switching sensitivity required. The capacitor stops any
unwanted spikes or transients from false triggering the opto-transistors base.
As well as detecting DC signals and data, Opto-triac isolators are also available which allow AC
powered equipment and mains lamps to be controlled. Opto-coupled triacs such as the MOC
3020, have voltage ratings of about 400 volts making them ideal for direct mains connection and a

maximum current of about 100mA. For higher powered loads, the opto-triac may be used to
provide the gate pulse to another larger triac via a current limiting resistor as shown.
TriacOptocoupler Application

This type of optocoupler configuration forms the basis of a very simple solid state relay
application which can be used to control any AC mains powered load such as lamps and motors.
Also unlike a thyristor (SCR), a triac is capable of conducting in both halves of the mains AC
cycle with zero-crossing detection allowing the load to receive full power without the heavy
inrush currents when switching inductive loads.
Optocouplers and Opto-isolators are great electronic devices that allow devices such as power
transistors and triacs to be controlled from a PC’s output port, digital switch or from a low voltage
data signal such as that from a logic gate. The main advantage of opto-couplers is their high
electrical isolation between the input and output terminals allowing relatively small digital signals
to control much large AC voltages, currents and power.
An optocoupler can be used with both DC and AC signals with optocouplers utilizing a SCR
(thyristor) or triac as the photo-detecting device are primarily designed for AC power-control
applications. The main advantage of photo-SCRs and photo-triacs is the complete isolation from
any noise or voltage spikes present on the AC power supply line as well as zero-crossing detection
of the sinusoidal waveform which reduces switching and inrush currents protecting any power
semiconductors used from thermal stress and shock.
POST MCQ
1) In a linear IC voltage regulator, series pass transistor always operates in ______
region.
a. Active
b. Saturation
c. Cut-off
d. All of the above

2) Switching regulators are series type regulators, which has ______ power
dissipation & ______ efficiency.
a. increased, increased
b. increased, reduced
c. reduced, increased
d. reduced, reduced
3) The % load regulation of a power supply should be ideally ________ &
practically _______.
a. zero, small
b. small, zero
c. zero, large
d. large, zero
4) Which performance parameter of a regulator is defined as the change in regulated load
voltage due to variation in line voltage in a specified range at a constant load current?
a. Load regulation
b. Line regulation
c. Temperature stability factor
d. Ripple rejection
5) Which among the following factors affect/s the output voltage of a regulated
power supply?
a. Load current
b. Input voltage
c. Temperature
d. All of the above
CONCLUSION
The concept of Application ICs like LM317, 723, Voltage Regulators, Switching Regulators,
Power Amplifiers, Functional generator, Isolation amplifiers and Opto Couplers was discussed.
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